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Lester Named
President Of
mers National

Co

E I"

Picture Draws Wallace Criticism

in
B. Lester. prominent
g and business circles of
was
ton for 24 years.
president of the Farmers
nal Bank at the regular
of the board of directors
lay afternoon and Howalso connected with
interests of the county
,,y years, was chosen
in Mr. Lester's place.
was unanimous.
!,ester succeeds the late
Smith and assumed his
Jties today, as did Mr.
•.e new bank head is a
of a prominent family
Nell and Lyon counties
active member of the
.ptist Church, the Forum,
Princeton Kiwanis Club.
the
Addy popular in
Ity and throughout this
In young manhood, he
'nected for a time with
.t Dawson Springs, then,
,ears, with the First Na.This picture of a zoot-suit couple dancing, which won
for
:ilk. He was in business 011ie Atkins, Washington Daily News former photographer now
with the Red Cross, the White House Photographers association
self for a brief interval
• elected cashier of the grand prize drew criticism from Vice President Henry A. Wallace, who presented the awards. "I cannot see how the judges
National in 1940.
could have picked a zoot-suit picture in times like these,"
Rice, member of a
Wallace said with a grin as he handed Atkins the prize.
,it Fredonia family, was
—AP Telemat
:s connected with the
! Valley Bank as cashier
ining the staff of the
National, as assistant

Volunteer Women Workers Are
Speeding Bandage Production
As Invasion Hour Approaches
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500 In Caldwell
To Receive Extra
Old Age Payment

Number 52

Buys Jail

USO Center To Be
Opened Soon In
1.0.0.F. Building

Checks For Approximately $4,000 Due
Soon; Children and
Blind Benefit Also
Approximately 500 old age
pensioners in Caldwell county
will receive about $4,000 in supplemental payments from
the
State Welfare Department in the
near future, on the basis of reports from Frankfort that checks
are ready for mailing after the
Court of Appeals approved last
Friday the Johnson administration's plan to pay out $470,000
to recipients of old age assistance
in Kentucky.
The checks are extra
payments, beyond those already alloted in monthly installments,
Roy Stevens, district supervisor
with headquarters here, said
Tuesday morning.
Fears that extra
paythents
would be held up further were
dispelled Saturday when Attorney General Hubert Meredith
said he probably would seek a
rehearing but that this move
would not interfere with the
State Treasurer paying o u t
money held for distribution.
Caldwell' has, in addition to
the old age beneficiaries, about
40 dependent children who will
receive approximately $184 in
extra payments, and eight blind
persons, who will get about $75
through the supplemental distribution, Mr. Stevens said.
Eight counties, Caldwell, Lyon,
Christian, Hopkins, Logan, Muhlenberg, Todd and Trigg, comprise the Second district in the
Kentucky old-age setup, with
5,004 recipients having been
paid $48,587 during May and 86
applicants for dependent children's aid getting $1,733, and 66
blind receiving $690, Mr. Stevens
said.

NEW CLUBROOM FOR SERVICE MEN NEEDS
FURNITURE AND OTHER EQUIPMENT; SHOWER
TO BE INSTALLED, CANTEEN OPERATED

County Schools
Facing Certain
Teacher Shortage
Robert Pinckney, 16, (above)
says he bought the Harvard,
Neb., city jail at a tax sale. City
officials admit the lot containing the jail was listed in error
and are wondering what to do
about the $20 rent bill Pinckney
says the city owes him for use
of the local hoosegow.
—AP Telemat

Princeton Team
Wins Title At
Paducah Sunday
A 4-man team representing the Princeton Golf &
Country Club won the Irvin
Cobb team championship in
tournament play at Paxton
Park, Paducah, Sunday and
its members, Roy Smith,
Marion; C. L. Wadlington,
Merle Brown and Leonard
Klaproth, were presented with
gold golf balls and the team
with a large pennant emblematic of the championship. The pennant has not
been received as yet but will
be permanently displayed on
the walls of the clubhouse.
Roy Smith, with 152, took
fourth place in individual
title play, won by Mack
Brothers, Jr., Nashville, with
146.

State Superintendent
Says 58,000 Children
Will Be Without
Qualified Instructors

Mahan New Farm
Bureau President

Bible School To
Start Mon., July 5

Princeton's much talked of
USO center is nearing reality
with work being
pushed
in
cleaning and equiping the upper
floor of the I.O.O.F. lodge building, donated rent free, preparatory to opening the service men's
clubroom as soon as possible, the
Rev. John Fox, chairman, said
Tuesday.
Mrs. .R. B. Ratliff and Miss
Mary Wilson Eldred have been
named a committee to obtain
donations of furniture and other
needed equipment, Mr. Fox said.
Principal items essential to the
vlubroom included furniture, a
radio, a phonograph and a piano,
writing desks or tables, comfortable chairs, floor lamps, the
chairman said.
A shower and 8 drinking fountain will be installed this
The Elks Club has donated its
ping-pong table and Mrs. R. W.
Ogilvie, a ping-pong set. (ither
games suitable for indaora are
wanted, such as checkers and
chess.
Mrs. Juanita Wilson is
in
charge of listing voiuntee.• workers, to have charge of the clubroom as supervisor. A canteen,
to sell candy and cigarettes, will
be operated by these volunteers,
Mr. Fox said.
Merle Drain is finance chairman of the local USO unit, Grayson Harralson is chairman of information service, J. B. Lester
is treasurer, Robbie Lou Hobgood, secretary, and Dr. J. J.
Rosenthal, vice chairman.

Caldwell county rural schools
face certainty of a teacher shortage when the regular summer
term opens in July, Supt. E. F.
Blackburn said this week, altho
which of the schools will be
without instructors he was unable to state definitely now.
The teacher shortage throughout the State is alarming, school
heads warned last week, Supt.
John W. Brooker declaring that
58.000 children would be' without qualified instructors this fall,
despite every effort to relieve
the situation, and 80,600 others
will be taught by persons with
less than 2 years of college training.
Teacher training courses are
being conducted in many counties, including Caldwell, where
13 are enrolled, in an effort to
better equip available personnel
to cope with the emergency. The
University of Kentucky has 452
enrolled in a course for Mountain counties.
Persons who have held teaching certificates or temporary
certificates are being sought to
take places of men and women
who haute gone into war plants,
the armed forces and more lucrative fields, school authorities said
this week.
Lighting Hits Electric
Princeton City schools will resume for the fall term in SepEquipment,
Destroys
tember with a full complement
One Building
of teachers, C. A. Horn, superintendent, said this week, unCedar Bluff Quarry, busy on a
less vacancies occur between war emergency contract in connow and opening time. Miss nection with production of synMary Louise Turley, Caldwell thetic rubber, suffered a $20,000
county, will teach the Fourth loss last Thursday night when
grade at Eastside, and Miss lightning struck a building and
Gladys Knott, Kevil, will be machinery on its property, W. C.
physical education and English Sparks, president, said this week.
teacher at Butler High.
The bolt hit a starting device
on a 150 horse-power motor directly connected with the plant's
Mrs. Florence Nabb
air compressor. The building and
Suffers Fractured Hip
all its contents were lost. InMrs. Florence Nabb, who re- surance partially covered the
cently celebrated her 81st birth- loss, Mr. Sparks said.
Rented portable equipment for
day, fell Wednesday, June 23,
at her home on Cave street, and temporary operation was obsuffered a fractured hip. She was tained and the plant lost little
taken to the office of Dr. Frank time. Ten to 12 weeks will be
Linton, where examination and required to make necessary reX-ray, indicated a stay of three pairs, Mr. Sparks stated.
months in bed will be necessary.

e popular selections for
two most important
could have been made,
ral opinion expressed
•,• Wednesday was when
Bandages for the Allied
More than 900 bandages were
! the election by the di- wounded are rolling out at the made Wednesday before noon.
made known.
local Red Cross Surgical Dress- Mrs. Sparks said, altho until the
ing workroom at rapidly in- last three weeks, 1,000 a day
creasing tempo latterly, Mrs. W. was considered good production.
C. Sparks, chairman, said WedThe two speediest workers are
nesday, with Tuesday's product- Mrs. M. H. Blythe and Mrs. Rose
ion of 2,194 being the best yet. Lacy, who complete 50 to 60
Average number of volunteers dr2ssings an hour.
still is about 15 to 20, the chairWith invasion by Allied fightman reports, but more young ing men expected daily, there
ew Effort Will Be
women are helping and the will be great need of surgical
ode To Boost Payregulars evidently have mastered dressings, perhaps on several
the task better. Barbara Sue fronts, Mrs. Sparks pointed out,
oil Purchase Plan
Major Hubbard Speaks
W. K. Crawford Is
Graham, 13, and Shirley Ann appealing for a continuation of
ploye-chairmen at Prince- Farmer,
-At Kiwanis Luncheon
13, are the youngest the increased production at the
Chosen Vice President
four major industries have
workers and Mrs. Mattie Down- local workroom and more volunMajor George B. Hubbard, U.
7:imed to sponsor July War
Directors
By
ing, 72, the oldest.
teers to expedite the work.
S.M.C, was guest speaker at
les, in cooperation with
John Mahan, prominent young Wednesday's luncheon meeting
:! Merchants Association,
MOCCASIN, HIDING IN
farmer south of Princeton, was of the Princeton Kiwanis Club.
F. Engelhardt, county
elected president of the Cald- He is here on leave of absence
a, said Wednesday. The SHOEBOX,BITES WOMAN
well County Farm Bureau in a from his post at Camp Forrest,
.1 leaders are A. M.
meeting of directors Saturday Tenn., visiting his parents, Mr.
!losiery Mills; Robert ON HAND-M-L-AlgnrCO
afternoon to fill the unexpired and Mrs. Allan G. Hubbard, S.
A poisonous snake, which
.-ntucky Whip & Collar
term of M. P. Brown, who re- Jefferson street.
nad hidden in her shoebox,
Myrtle Dobbins, Cum Four Churches Join
signed earlier in the week.
bit Mrs. Morris Lewis, LaManufacturing Co., and
W. K. Crawford was chosen
masco community. Lyon
For Summer Course
McCarlie, I.C.R.R. The
Vice president to fill the unex- Dick Morgan Writes
county, on her right hand
.ta for Caldwell county
pired term of Edwin Lamb, who Parents USO Books
Of Study
when she sought to remove
Beginning July 5, and continu- resigned to accept a position Are Greatly Enjoyed
a pair of shoes kept in the
a. of the employe leadwith the Department of Agriculsmoke-house, Monday morning through July 16, from 8 to 11
'nnovation, Dr. EngelA letter from Richard Morgan,
ture as labor assistant for Calding, resulting in a badly
id, is to effect closer
each morning except Saturday, well, Lyon and Trigg counties.
North Africa, to his parents, Mr.
swolen hand and arm. She
.vith the workers and
the Daily Vacation Bible School
Election of Messrs. Mahan and and Mrs. Robert Morgan, Seminwas treated by Dr. W. ,L.
.,st them in subscribing
will be open for enrollment to Crawford created two vacancies ary street, stated that American
Cash and Tuesday was re• 10 percent of their pay
soldiers in his contingent had
children and adult members of in the board of directors, filled received
ported in improved condi-ek toward purchase of
about 250 books sent
of
by
W.
election
S.
Traylor
and
applied
tourniquet,
the Central and Cumberland
tion. A
ads.
overseas by USO and other
Homer
Bethany
Mitchell,.
and
promptly by members of her*Presbyterian, Methodist a n d
sales for June have not
American agencies. The letter Army Seeks Skilled
Christian churches of Prince- Otter Pond neighborhoods, re- said that for
family, is believed to have
brisk here as previously,
the last several
spectfully.
•
Men For Engineers
ton.
partially stopped spread of
.nty chairman said, alOfficers and directors of the weeks, his camp had been inThe course will consist of
the poison. The snake, beAn Army officer will be at
will exceed the monthactive
and
therefore
any
form
Farm
Bureau
are:
John
Mahan.
bible study, recreation a n d
I
lieved to have been a water
by several thousand
the courthouse here Thursday
of
recreation
was
doubly
welhandwprk, and will be under president; W. K. Crawford, vice come. The hot, dusty
moccasin, was shot.
The slump is due to
climate is morning, July 8, at 10 o'clock, to
supervision of a corps of teach- president; W. P. Oldham, secre- not conducive to
' the payroll deduction
outside activity explain provisions of a new voltary-treasurer;
Bustin,
Mack
ers selected from the several
untary enlistment plan which has
• federal tax payments. U. S. Loan On No. 2
Creswell; A. N. Horning, Hall; and reading is the more enjoy,ieved.
churches cooperating as follows:
of
ed, he wrote. A sightseeing ex- for its purpose induction
C.
K.
NewWhite;
McNeely,
Roy
beginners', Mrs. Rebecca Arnett,
Wheat Set At $1.38
pedition to Tunisia was men- trained and skilled construction
Cobb;
som,
Urey
Cook,
Friehdand maintenance men into the
The United States loan on supt., Mrs. Allen Oliver, Mrs. ship; R. P. Ray, Fredonia; J.
idity Dates For
J. tioned in his letter.
helpers; priU. S. Engineers. Class 1-A, as
No. 1 wheat is $1.38 a bushel, H. Grayson Harralson,
Koon,
Hickory Grove; Mrs. D.
mary, Mrs. Hoffsius, supt., Mrs.
well as men 38 years old and
Stamps Given
Princeton
W. Satterfield, Eddy Creek; Mrs. Part Of State Park
Kircheval. of the
Trice Yates, Mrs. Druid Berrymore, are eligible if qualified,
hdity dates of four new C.
Ray B. Martin, Otter Pond; W.
bill, helpers; intermediate, Mrs.
Hubert Young, chief clerk of the
of War Ration Book 2 red Mills, announced Tuesday.
G. McConnell, Otter Pond; W. S. Slides Into River
Pt through July 31, are:
The local cash market for C. F. Lester, supt., Mrs. Maxwell, Traylor,
Columbus, Ky., June 29—About Selective Service Board said
Bethany;
L.
B.
Sims,
Barnett, helpers;
July 4; R. July
Wednesday.
11; S, July such wheat is $1.44 a bushel, six Mrs. Hillery
Tandy Cross Road; Homer Mit- two and a half acres of the
juniors,' Mrs. Henry Terry, supt.,
Fah series is good for
Columbus State Park here slid
16 cents higher than the governchell,
Tandy
Cross
and
Road,
Mrs. Carl Beesley, Mrs. Allison
into the Mississippi river last
Chas. B. Lester, Eddy Creek.
ment loan. In former years the Akin, helpers.
Saturday, taking with it a canbelags
usually
school,
market
of
the
last
day
July 16,
cash
ds Funeral
non which was retired after the
a picnic will be heOti, teachers Eggners Ferry Will
hind the U. S. loan valuation.
War between the States. The
Relative
jag the
and scholars corn
park is situated on a high cliff
Operate
Without
Cost
r-firnes Will Davis and J. F.
party.
11*
By Alexander R. George
Julian Littlepage
Murray.—R. G. Williams Jr., overlooking the Mississippi on
Chattanooga, Tenn:, atAssociated Press Features
Family Here
commissioner of highways, said the site of the Battle of BelVisits
ed the funeral of their
broWashington.—Don't get too
the Eggners Ferry near here will mont.
Claude Cortner, of the
Julian Littlepage, of Louisville, Regulars Win 9 to 1
excited if the government seems
be operated without cost while
onY neighborhood, Tuesday who is in the radio service, U.S. From Fredonia Team
to be nicking your pay check for
29.
the bridge across the Tennessee Miss Sula Nall On
Princeton Regulars won from river, 15 miles east of here, is Fl
a bigger (or a smaller) income
Army, and equips and overBuying
Trip
--tax than you would have conhauls radios for Vultee Aircraft, Frerlania at the local baseball being raised. Construction of the
18 Parents Here
• spent the week-end here with yard last Sunday, 9 9to 1, due Kentucky Darn at Gilbertsville and iss Sula Nall, of the Sula tributed under the old method
es Farmer,
Eliza Nall Store, left Mon- of collection.
largely to the fine pitching of
who is emed at
his wife and son, Mrs. Amy Jimmie Pickens. The locals col- made is necessary to raise the day for Chicago and St. Louis,
The pay-as-you-go plan will
Bowman
Field,
Louisbridge.
, is
where she will do late summer result in some wage
visiting his parents, Mr. Littlepage and Julian Jr.
lected 13 hits, Fredonia. 3. Kenearners
and
early
fall
purchasing
for
Mra. Euen Farmer, Franktemporarily paying more taxes
nedy a.nd McDaniels hit safely Miss Pamelia Gordon
Burkholder
store.
her
Ms. J. R.
this week.
than they actually owe. A largthree times each, the former
er number, for the time being,
scoring four runs. The Regu- 4ends NEA Convention
tends Wedding
-•—
ugene Greer Visits
.nd Mrs. W. A.
will pay less than they owe.
Kelley,
rs. J. R. Burkholder, North bus will play the Hopkinsville *../Miss Pamelia Gordon, Butler
• :Ion, D.
is Parent.; Here
Uncle Sam, however, will square
C., spent one Jefferson street, went to An- Independents at Outwood dia- High School teacher, who was
,!,t week at
to represent t h e
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Greer, up with both groups next March.
the home of chorage last week to visit her mond Sunday, July 4, for benefit appointed
'Kentucky
schools
of
at the Nat- San Francisco, is here on several
(This is entirely separate, of
Garrett, enroute son and family, the J. R. Burk- of the hospital veterans. Next
I Katharine
Le
avenvvorth, Kansas. Col. holders, and to attend the wed- home game will be played July ional Education Association, days' visit to his parents, Mr. course, from the unabated 25
le, is
connected with the ding of her granddaughter, Miss 11, with the Camp Campbell meeting in Indianapolis, attend- and Mrs. Herndon Greer, South percent of one year's taxes-1942
ed the sessions. June 28-30.
Jefferson street.
Production Board.
or 1943, whichever is lower—
team.
Frances Burkholder.
'

ploye Chairmen
d Bond Sales

.00
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Awarded First Prize As Best
Kentucky Community Newspaper
In State Contest, June 19, 1943

Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, July 1, 1943

award Pice Elevated
Cashier's Post By
ction of Directors
ednesday

$17,800.26

.00
.00
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$ 1,450.00
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State Labor Group
Endorses Donaldson
(By Associated Press)
Louisville. — The executive
board of the Kentucky State
Federation of Labor Monday endorsed the candidacy of J. Lyt,er
Donaldson for the Democratic
nomination for governor. The
action was announced by Seci4tary-Treasurer Edward H. Weyler, following a meeting of the
board.
The board also endorsed the
candidacy of Henry Ward, of
Paducah, for the lieutenant governor nomination.

New Tax Pay Plan Needs Study
Uncle Sam To See Fair Play

y

which are to be paid half on
March 15, 1944, and half on
March 15, 1945.)
Tax rates on 1943 income are
the same as they were on 1942
income. The new law only
changes the method of collecting
taxes. Temporary over-payments
and under-payments result from
efforts to simplify the withholding process.
,One reason for this is the wage
bracket method of withholding
taxes. A levy of 20 percent. on
wages above $12 a week for
single persons, $24 a week for
married persons (plus $6 for
each dependent) is the basic
withholding rate. But employers
may, if they desire, use govern(Please turn to Back Page)
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FIGURE IT OUT YOURSELF

Missed Opportunity
Greatly to be regretted is the fact that
so few women, especially mothers of young
children, took advantage of the Red Cross
course in home nursing, taught here this
year by Mrs. Ralph Cash.
The course is not intended to fit those
who take it for any form of paid nursing
. . . but it does offer extremely valuable information about prevention of diseases,
proper treatment of home injuries, how to
care for bedridden patients, household sanitation and numerous other matters about
which far too many women whose primary
duty it is to safeguard the health and happiness of families are almost totally ignorant.
Fourteen women started this course, nine
finishing. Work and preparation of the instructor was, she said, as arduous for this
small number as it would have been for
50; and there are hundreds of mothers here
who would be very materially benefitted,
yes, and all the members of their families
too, if they knew the things Mrs. Cash
taught.
At this season, probably nothing is so important about the home as a consistently
active battle against the common fly, known
carrier of several of our worst diseases and
suspect in numerous others
Open garbage receptacles also are a major menace to health.
The town, in June each year, is infested
by swarms of mosquitoes.
Women who took the Red Cross nursing
course know how deadly these hazards to
health are, and what to do about them. Many
others do not.
The Kiwanis Club heard Mrs. Cash tell
about this nursing course at last week's
meeting and received sympathetically her
appeal to do something to stimulate interest
if and when another such opportunity is
presented here.
Complacency is one of our worst faults;
and certainly, at such a time as this, when
doctors are scarce and trained nurses and
hospitals are over-taxed, we should inform
ourselves in every possible way about how
to prevent disease and accidents which rob
us and our loved ones of health and efficiency.
"They that give up liberty to obtain a
little temporary safety deserve neither
liberty nor safety."-Bejamin Franklin.
Reet Pleat, Stuff Cuff
Trouble Goes Deep
Men in uniform don't just naturally see
',red when a wearer of the reet pleat and the
'tuff cuff . . . zoot suit to you . . . heaves
into sight. The riots in Los Angeles, and
elsewhere, had deeper basis, lamentably;
and the end is not yet or soon.
As long ago as two months before Pearl
Harbor, the Nation's Coordinator of InterAmerican Affairs was asked by California
officials concerned with immigration and
housing to lead the way to a solution of a
problem which already had proven too much
for California and Los Angeles.
The recent brawls were really violent race
war, long brewing, between our own citizens
and Mexicans, with a few Negroes becoming
involved in California, more in other cities
where there are fewer Mexicans.
The trouble is that Mexicans have been
imported into California to help harvest
seasonal crops. They have been relegated to
the lowest labor levels and only part-time
employment. Pressure discrimination has
been their lot and few could obtain work
in the huge war plants on the West coast.
This problem currently is far 'more acute
in California than race troubles elsewhere
in the country. It threatens our Good Neighbor relations with the republic to the southwest, brings loud charges that democracy is
a failure.
The Los Angeles chief of police, at grips
with this trouble for years, thinks better
educational facilities and improved home
conditions, p 1 U a elimination of discrimination against that city's 50,000 Mexicans are necessaly to alleviate an increasingly distressful situation.

Rich and Poor
Pay Heavil*For War
A soldier, home from N. Africa, tells
friends he is annoyed by attitude of well-todo men at home who are worrying because
their ordinary program has been upset and
are concerned about their possessions.
The soldier thinks these folks should not
compare their present situation with prewar conditions but with what things are
like in all the conquered nations; a fate, he
says, which we in the United States escaped very narrowly. On such a comparison,
he says, we are amazingly well off, in spite
of many irksome regulations and inconveniences.
This is very sound reasoning, altho it
may not contain the elements of a philosophy which will be helpful to the rich folk
who complained in this fighting man's
hearing.
For, it certainly is true that taxes will
be very much higher during and after the
war than before; that, for the balance of
our lives, owners of property and those who
earn anything above a bare living will be
called upon to help pay the enormous costs
of this carnage.
Congress has just voted the biggest budget ever passed, amounting to more than
100 billion dollars. The third War Loan campaign is coming soon and Secretary Morgenthau has said the Treasury will ask for
the purchase of 70 billions worth of War
Bonds this year.
Only way we can make these bonds good
is to win the war . . . and then go on to
new high roads of production in the United
States; for we will be both creditors and
debtors to ourselves. Yes, and so will our
children and their children, for generations.
The side of the picture we like to look
at is that which shows, as is always true of
wars, the magnificent progress achieved
during and after the fighting. Those who
read know of many benefits certain to come
out of this war in the way of better living,
greater comfort, longer life and increased
security via the Four Freedoms.
Nobody in this land wanted war, in fact,
we almost lost everything by insisting upon
an isolationist policy in the face of certain
destruction by two overbearing enemies if
this ostrich-like policy had been persisted in
a little longer. But we have the war . . . because Japan stabbed us in the back. Now
there is but one course: To win the war and
effect the best possible peace for all freedom-loving peoples.
Then we will prove again, as we have
proven repeatedly in our glorious past, that
we can go forward to new and higher peaks
of prosperity through production and by
practicing the principles which won our
freedom first and established the USA as
the Good Will Neighbor to all the world.

Other Editors Say:
13.901dson Is Promising
Wurely," says a reader of The Times,
"you have formed an opinion as to which
of the candidates for the Democratic gubernatorial nomination is preferable. What is
your opinion?"
The Times thinks J. L,yter Donaldson the
most promising man.
He came into public notice in 1930 as a
member of the Highway Commission of
nine.
The personnel of the Highway Commission was better than might have been expected. Mr. Donaldson, in this writer's
judgment, stood out as a capable man.
Its files show that The Times has frequently criticised the 1930 highway law and
the later law under which Mr. Donaldson
became Highway Commissioner. It has frequently disagreed with Mr. Donaldson, but
it has, perhaps as often, been at pains to
express respect for him.
He is clear-headed, well-versed in affairs
of government. If his ambition is-as The
Times believes-not to become Governor
merely but to make a creditable record as
Governor the achievement seems well within
the scope of his abilities.
-(Louisville Times)
Those who urge we now promise absolution to the German people if they will overthrow Hitler are on the wrong track. In
World War I we gave them absolution for
overthrowing the kaiser, and in less than 5
years they were preparing for World War II.
-(Owensboro Messenger)
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Doij't Sniff At Sni

GRACEAN M. PEDLEY
M. CARL ROGERS
DOROTHY ANN DAVIS
Editor and PupUsher
Mechanical Supt.
Advertising Manager
Entered as second class matter at Princeton, Ky., under the Act of Congress
of March 8, 1879
MNMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS-The Associated Press is exclusively entitled
dispatches
credited to it, or not otherwise credited to this paper, and also the local news publishedto
herein.
MEMBER KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
MEMBER NATIONAL EDITORIAL ASSN.

The prosperity of a bank depends upon
the money the people put into it not the
money they draw out of it. The prosperity
of a city or a country depends upon the life
its citizens put into it and not living they
get out of it.-Wm. J. H. Boetcker.
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CHIVIEALTH:
Ur. Martha M. Eliot, A
Chief, Children's Bureau !
Department of Lab°,
Mrs. Youngwife is very
mucti
„t today. It's her Red
Cross day IN
she doesn't like to fail to do
her %It
But this morning when she ito
Johnnie to the nursery school,
tte
teacher refused to keep him. Mika
just had a slightly running hase.
mild case of sniffles.. So the nurseri
school teacher insisted he'd be
diner.
ous to have with the other childrit
She acted as if Johnnie had
tit
plague!
Well, mother, you did more
the nation by staying home
to
than by letting Johnnie spread mg
germs to a whole group of sad
children.
Children used to have
small
and die of it, but we' try to pr,
tect them today by having them vit.
cinated. Doctors have found
ways
preventing and curing many
of th
scourges of childhood, like diphthera
But unfortunately, they haven't
ye
got a preventive or cure for the
cat
mon cold.
Let a small baby catch a coW_
and the outcome may be grave hi
sometimes those sniffles aren't a
cald
at all. The same symptoms may 1t
present in eth early stages of
intak
tile paralysis.
Ploy safe. When Johnnie has *
sniffles, put him to bed, away hos
other children. Keep him quiet Eli
happy and amused. If he has tent,
better' have the doctor or visitiel
nurse look at him.
By

Pennyrile Postscripts
The Farm Bureau did all right for
itself by chosing John Mahan, personable and able young farmer, as its
new president last wekend. And W.
K. Crawford's elevation to the vice
presidency of this organization will
likewise win wide approval. Probably
no group is more important to the
welfare of the community than the
Farm Bureau, whose officers and directors therefore have a large responsibility.
Dick Gregory, usually genial at all
times and jolly most of the time, got
an over-dose of trouble last week ,that
almost soured a sunny disposition.
First, the large generator at the west
edge of town went bad, was sent to
Cincinnati for repairs .
. Then a
one-pole line from Earlington started
having pains and the customers got
unhappy.
TVA hooked on. wasn't properly
synchronized to KU . . . and more
trouble came. A generator burned out
at Paducah, another at Earlington . . .
and The Leader was late last week.
Some patients got respites in dentists'
chairs, radios and electric clocks
stopped . . . and some had faint realization of what it would mean to do
without modern electric service.
Joe Calloway, returned hero of
Pearl Harbor and other sea battles,
drew plenty of attention down town
last week, from the men folk and at
least three pretty girls. Joe, like most
of our fighting men, was very modest
in telling of his experiences
which only made him the more
popular.
A Marine's Challenge to His
Countrymen
And if our lines should form, then
break
Because of things you failed to make.
The extra tank, or ship, or plane, for
which
We waited all in vain.
And the supplies which never came,
Will you then come and take the
blame?
For we, not you, will pay the cost
Of battles you, not we, have lost
Dot Engelhardt, vacationing (in a
manner) from his office duties, had
an experience with a pet pig and his
family milk cow last week that would
have been good for a real belly-laugh,
had
there
been spectators. Doc
was milking, the pig got in the way
. . and in brushing the small pet
aside, Doc got a kick from, the cow
which upset both him and the pail.
He fell in a wrong place . . . and had
to change all his clothes.
You may have heard this one but
it's still making the rounds. It's the
story about two GI's in Casablanca
who managed to get a quart of bootleg brandy and prepared to sample it
in a hotel room which they had somehow hired for the purpose. The first
soldier lifted the bottle and took a
couple of snorts. But he reached over
and pushed the bottle away when
the second soldier put it to his lips.
"Don't drink that stuff!" he yelled.
"Gwan," muttered the second soldier. "Leave me alone."
"I'm telling you, don't drink it,"
screamed the first soldier. "I just looked out the window and saw President
Roosevelt riding down the street in a
jeep."
The Knoxville (Tenn.) Journal and
Knoxville News-Sentinel announced
in a page one statement recently that
because they must reduce their con-

By G. M. P.

sumption of newsprint they are forced
to make a charge for all obituary
notices. "A special low rate has been
set up for carrying these notices," the
statement said.
"Life's field will yield as we make it,
A harvest of thorns or of flowers."
-Cary

yok

Last weekend, in Louisville, your reporter drove into a big tire recapping
establishment, to learn whether it was
time to put half-soles on the galloper's
aged tires. The man laughed, said
"Come back in another 8,000 miles.
You've got far better rubber still on
those tires than anything we can sell
you."
Women's slacks look all right at the
cuff, but some of them look funny
at the bottom.
He claimed we have had 24,000
miles of service out of present tires
due sotbly to slow driving and proper
attention to inflation. The war thus
has taught a useful lesson. I formerly
bought tires about every 15,000 miles.
For the first time in this reporter's
memory, Louisville Times and CourierJournal both endorse a candidate for
Governor . . . and, while neither endorsement was effusive and both were
tinged with qualifications, this latest
evidence of the way things stack up
for the Carrollton lawyer-farmerbusinessman may prove conclusive in
this contest.
And, don't count Henry Ward, Paducah legislator-columnist, out of the
Lieutenant Governor's race, just because Howard Henderson thinks he is
currently running third. Henry, well
and favorably known here, packs a
good punch with certain elements
bound to produce material support on
August 7 at the polls.

Gotham's Ghost
By Spoon River Sam
Associated Press Features
You keep reading pieces about
New
York suffering in the war,
losing
ground to other cities. Sounds
like
the place is on its last legs, with
nothing going on but night life,
the
citizens singing and dancing
while
their ship goes down.
Some cities do fold up in war time.
Take Bernadotte, in the Spoon
River
country. It was wiped out by
one
of Uncle Sam's enterprises,
and the
100 folks living there
swarmed to
other parts.
But if New York really is a
ghost
city, I claim it was quite a place
while
it lasted. It has had a big
part in our
history, and for that reason I
say the
memory of it ought to be kept
alive.
Its historical sections ought
to be preserved, or rebuilt, as a show
-place for
coming generations.
And if we have folks
roaming
around looking for jobs
after the war,
I figure there ought to
be a resettlement project in New York.
Send these
people there, and let 'em
rebuild it.
No matter what happens,
I don't
think the United States
ahould let
New York go to pot. It's
just as important to us as Alaska and
the Hawaiian Islands. After the
war, I predict it will come in mighty
handy as a
port city.
There's too many folks in
this country too anxious to write
the other
fellow's obituary. But I've
got too
much confidence in Mayor
LaGuardia
to give up on his city.
Personally, I
think New York is here to
stay.

- Washington

in

Wartime

-

FDR On The Spot
By Jack Stinnett
Assocated Press Features
Washington.-When the Connally.
Smith anti-strike legislation was WS
on the President's desk. Mr. Roosevelt was "on the spot" as he has ben
few times before in the 10 years ke
has been in the White House.
There were only three possibilitier
(1) to veto the measure: (2) to sip
it; and (3) to allow it to become ln
after ten days, without signature. Ps
all practical and political purpcset
the last two could be group together,
with the split-hair exception that I
the latter case the President weet
be dodging the issue by allowing is
become a law a bill for which he hai
no enthusiasm.
The President and his advisers must
have seen that signing the bill wouil
alienate labor. The A.F.L. througl
William Green and the CIO. througk
Philip Murray protested it and appealed for a veto. A number of other
independent unions joined in the parade.
To antagonize this great bloc it
voters meant to jeopardize the fourth
term or at least control of the 1914
ballots to such an extent that all tat
President's plans for prosecution al
the war or promulgation of the Four
Freedoms peace might be sidetracked
in a new and hostile administratior
On the other hand, veto of the meant that it would be immeci.,'
interpreted politically as a fourth •
bid. Commentators would figure
the President was afraid of lab,.
To veto the measure meant se
things more. It meant alienatior
the votes in the purely agricul'
states (many of thern in the S
and Southwest, where pol:tical
are just now being healed): and g..
against the expressed opinions 01
many youngsters in the services. Some
of the boys in uniform h.o.,! publiciT
expressed dissatisfaction with the attitude of labor. They think that some
thing must be done to curb strikes tial
interfere with the flow of vital wai
materials.
Furthermore, to veto the bill 0(
sign it meant to play right into dig
hands of some of the more politic'
minded members of Congress. If thtl
had any sense of humor left about the
very unfunny spot they were Plat'a
in, the President and his advisetg
must have gotten a chuckle out of
Democrats
scanning the names of 100
and 131 Republicans who voted for
the bill in the House and the gg)
Senators who cast their "yeas." Here
were friends and foes alike and arnong
the foes a good many who must have
had a wicked glint in their eyes and!
"How are you going to wriggle out ol
this, Mr. President," on their tongues
Whether you are Republican or
Democrat, pro or anti-New Deal. You
might well give a moment to pitying
the poor President in a spot like that.
111%.

Political Announcements:
The Leader is authorized to
flounce the candidacy of

William L. Jones
for State Representative, subject re
the Democratic Miniary elect
August 7, 1943.
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New Labor Curbs

Eliot,
Bureau U s.
of Labor

ohnnie

munity commensurate with the
privileges granted in the past
ten years.
Another ldevelopment freely
predicted in the press galleries
By John Grover
kins and other Administration is the indicated eclipse oof the
Associated Press Features
spokesmen were sniping at the old-time labor boss. The recent
Washington. — Possible long- anti-strike proposal. It is a justi- troubles in industry have caused
range effects of the on-again, off- fied conclusion that their views even staunch friends of organizagain coal strike hove been over- were pre-approved at the White ed, labor, who support labor's
shadowed by its immediate threat House. Cabinet members do not gains, to conclude that some curb
to war production, but analysts customarily run counter to the on personal powers is necessary.
It is notable that many who
here see it leaving its mark deep boss man's policy
The startling development that favor continuance and even exon the next several years.
Veteran observers attach great Byrnes has thrown his consider- pansion of organized labor's sosignificance to Assistant Presi- able_ weight in favor of anti- cial gains at the same time difdent James Byrnes' espousal of strike laws marks the first time ferentiate sharply between rankanti-strike legislation. This move, the Administration his tried any- and-file labor and its entrenched
by the Administration's No. 2 thing but sweetly reasonable leaders. It is also reported by
man indicates a revolutionary persuasion in dealing with labor some congressmen that large
blocs of organized labor also fachiefs.
Administration tack.
The growing group of political vor reforms, forced if necessary.
Always before, the administration fought off all attempts to wiseacres which sees Byrnes be- to prevent labor dictatorship and
pass legislation restricting organ- ing groomed for a place on the to make the labor movement
ized labor. Within the past three 1944 presidential ticket reads more a democracy and less an
weeks, Madame Secretary Per- deeper meaning into the choice oligarchy of self-perpetuating
of the assistant president as the policy committees who gives ordPrinceton High School at the first Administration spokesman ers instead of carrying out the
Lake. Those composing the party to support restrictive laws.
directives of the membership.
were: Misses Katherine Hodge,
It is their thesis the AdminisEven Senator Robert Wagner,
Lois Eastland, Kate Boynton, tration has concluded that the labor's elder statesman and best
Louise Davis, Alta Woodruff, lack of a firm labor policy has friend, protested sharply at the
Auda Mae Beck, Gertrude Car- been increasingly unpopular over reported use of the labor Relaroll, Annie Downing and Messrs. the country, and has determined tions Act bearing his name to
Harry Cash, Harold Gates, Mil- to bow to this political wind. justify the coal strike.
ton Hopewell, William Pickering, Byrnes, already 1.eing given a
So, these are the developing
Charles Eaker, Leo Walker, Har- build-up, was named sponsor of trends in the labor picture, acry Blades and Guy Larkins.
the new labor line to increase celerated by the coal strike, as
• • •
his stature further.
generally seen in Washington:
Nail In His Foot
What the Smith-Connally bill (1) labor's basic gains will be
May 14, 1915—Luther Kinsolv- presages is simply labor's com- protected; (2) labor
will be
ing, mail carrier on R.F.D. No. ing of age, if the interpretation forced to accept added responsi2, stuck a nail in his foot last of majority analytical opinion is bilities; (3) the Administration
Friday, which has caused him correct. In other words, labor will not be so amenable to every
considerable suffering. Tie was will be forced, by the middle-of- whim of labor chiefs; (4) powers
compelled to lay off for two the-road legislation, to accept re- of the labor titans will be curbdays.
sponsibilities to the national corn- ed.

—What It Means
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Page Three

'ESE TROOPS ON THE MARCH—This winding column of Chinese troops, strung along a
yoni province, heads for the Salween river front near the Burma border to relieve men
—AP Telemat
'on aeainst Japanese forces. This scene is from a newsreel.

Guidepost

NewsFromThePast

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost 40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files
of Twice-A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a
by
Northland,"
regular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as the
For the
Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote
Kurt Singer
thing was very smelly in them
k before the Germans
Fine Horse Dead
brought to a close before Lent.
in; and the important fact
Jan. 26, 1915—"Diamond Dick," Miss Ratliff is the beautiful and
this was . that the Danes
accomplished daughter of Mr.
it as well as anybody, and the fine 4-year-old saddle and
and Mrs. Charles Ratliff, of this
The
helpless.
main
the
in
harness horse of Hugh Goodwin
city, and a cousin to Mrs. John
was true of Sweden, of died Friday from choking on a
E. Osborne, wife of the Secretary
of Finland. But until corn stalk. This is a heavy loss
of State.
Singer published "Duel for to Hugh, but notwithstanding
*
4C
htland," there was no de- this loss, and the sticky roads of
Entertains
analysis of the odor.
Saturday morning, he bundled
Feb. 19, 1915—Mrs. Shelley
Singer. taking up the his mail of 45 pounds, besides
navian countries one by the parcel post packages, and Eldred entertains this afternoon
tes that they were riddled walked his route, arriving at at "Hearts," in honor of her
spies long before Hitler Post Office a little after 4 visitor, Mrs. G. N. Hobbs, of
to power, and that the o'clock. This was inde&I a plucky Covington, Ky.
• • •
difference after that sad trip, and shows Hugh's faithfulA Tribute
was that what had been a ness to his patrons and the govFrankfort, Ky.. April 23, 1915
spy service became a Ger- ernment.
• • •
—Hon. J. R. Catlett, Princeton.
service and was incrediKy. My dear Friend: I was greatlarged. Denmark's case is
In Memory
I There the German inva- Jan. 26, 1926—In memory of ly grieved by the news that my
gan actually in the early Elbert Bright, son of Mr. and life-long friend, Colonel J. W,
es. he says.
Mrs. Ed Bright, who died Jan. Hollingsworth, had died. He was
ng the first Danish public 18, 1915, with hydrophobia. He one of the worthiest men in Kenthe Germans penetrated leaves a mother, father and sister tucky, being a brave soldier, a
he police, acording to the to mourn his sad demise. He was loyal Democrat, a patriotic citiand the master spy, who laid to rest in the Sulphur zen, and always, my devoted
throat-tearing name of Spri gs cemetery, Jan. 19. 1915. friend. With kind regards, Very
• • •
sincerely yours, James B. McHartung, had at hand
Creary.
on every last Dane who
Wins Social Honor
•
•
•
be useful; so, for that matFeb. 19; 1915—Miss Elizatieth
Picnic
at
Lake
Rabbit
Rusia's famous Ernst Ratliff. of Princeton, one
of
eber. But although Pilugk- Kentucky's fair representatives
May 7, 1915—On Tuesday afwas no cleverer than at the National capital, has been ternoon, immediately after school
her, he was closer to his chosen Maid of Honor to the a party of sixteen, chaperoned
base, says Singer, and on Queen of the Cotton Ball, the by Misses Catlett and Kinsolving,
ole he did a better job big social event with which the composed a delightful
picnic
businesses were many; he Washington social season will be given by the juniors of the
iterally hundreds of men
Approximately 120,000 feet of
ed along Denmark's coast; it. She could not.
d corrupted the secretaries
The process was repeated tobacco beds were treated with
rals, and the police chief through Scandinavia, except in bluestone and lime in Madison
any cf his force were paid Sweden. One of Mr. Singer's county this year, almost double
ugk- artung. This made it most amazing chapters has to do that of a year ago.
e fie
him to have any- with the now-blacklisted friend
Flax can be grown almost anyarrested and to use the of the Duke and Duchess of
where in North America.
police when he wanted Windsor, Axel Wenner-Gren.
Ire from German justice
••••11011111•14nammuroommolonimeolouilp•••••••entHusw••1•191.1.1.Meilt•UraN$$$$$$$$nolmitimiom tttttneemionoomens
By John Selby
ociated Press Features

act. Pflugk-Hartung had so
wed up Denmark that alit was a democratic counlin a democratic king, it
posible for it to defend ite book continues, and only
outside powers such as
produced evidence and
action was anything
Britain did not propose to •
Denmark turned into a
fort, focussed on the
Isles. if oh, could avoid
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Comfort
Convenience
Complete Service
And, of course, a cordial reception and
careful attention to your entertainment
during your stay are yours, always, at

THE
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I
HOTEL
Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-from-home, in Kentucky's
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Joining in the popular pastime
of selecting favorite pinup girls,
one unit of American servicemen
in the Aleutians nominated Mary
Elliott (above), Hollywood actress, as "the girl who could best
brighten up an igloo." Whereupon Mary hastened to don her
idea of a suitable Arctic costume.
—AP Telemat
Everybody reads The Leader

*;
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"Fre, the people of the United States
156 years ago, these simple words began
America's warranty of freedom.

Do you talk with your neighbors In the
market place—or meet on the steps of the
town hall? It will profit you that no bludgeon
can drive you into secret cellars.

Today we are deep in war—so that this
warranty may endure. Should we win—and
win we must—whom will it profit?

Our Constitution assures us these things.
And these we fight for.

Are you a farmer, and do you love your
land? Are you a worker, and do you cherish
your hard-bought home? It will profit you
that no man, without due process, can wrest
your home, your field, your plow from you.

In many ways we fight. Some in small,silent
ways—when our sons have gone. Some is
large, heroic ways—in the roaring of wiegs.
Farmers fight in the rows of corn; writers
under the lamp; ministers from the pulpit's
height.

Do you worship God in a church, or in a
synagogue, or in the secret places of your
heart? It will profit you that no heathen hand
an desecrate your altars.
Do you impart the truth to the printed page
—or do you seek it there? It will profit you
that the presses will not be shattered in the
night.

Not the least of these are the men of
industry. And proud we are to be among
them.
Proud to pledge ourselves still further to
the fight—that all peoples everywhere may
continue to find in this Constitution of ours a
heartening hopel

metropolis . .. Prices will conform to your
idea of moderate charges for service
rendered.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
larorporate•

For Reservation
Write—

A Tax Paying Utility Under Federal

Wm. F. GRIFFITH,
Assistant Manager.
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privileges granted in the past
ten years.
Another !development freely
predicted in the press galleries
By John Grover
kins and other Administration is the indicated eclipse .of the
Associated Press Features
spokesmen were sniping at the old-time labor boss. The recent
Washington. — Possible long- anti-strike proposal. It is a justi- troubles in industry have caused
range effects of the on-again, off- fied conclusion that their views even staunch friends of organizagain coal strike have been over- were pre-approved at the White ed* labor, who support labor's
shadowed by its immediate threat House. Cabinet members do not gains, to conclude that some curb
to war production, but analysts customarily run counter to the on personal powers is necessary.
It is notable that many who
here see it leaving its mark deep boss man's policy
The startling development that favor continuance and even exon the next several years.
Veteran observers attach great Byrnes has thrown his consider- pansion of organized labor's sosignificance to Assistant Presi- able weight in favor of anti- cial gains at the same time difdent James Byrnes' espousal of strike laws marks the first time ferentiate sharply between rankanti-strike legislation. This move, the Administration hAs tried any- and-file labor and its entrenched
by the Administration's No. 2 thing but sweetly reasonable leaders. It is also reported by
man indicates a revolutionary persuasion in dealing with labor some congressmen that large
blocs of organized labor also fachiefs. •
Administration tack.
The growing group of political vor reforms, forced if necessary,
Always before, the administration fought off all attempts to wiseacres which aces Byrnes be- to prevent labor dictatorship and
pass legislation restricting organ- ing groomed for a place on the to make the labor movement
ized labor. Within the past three 1944 presidential ticket reads more a democracy and less an
weeks, Madame Secretary Per- deeper meaning into the choice oligarchy of self-perpetuating
of the assistant president as the policy committees who gives ordPrinceton High School at the first Administration spokesman ers instead of carrying out the
Lake. Those composing the party to support restrictive laws.
directives of the membership.
were: Misses Katherine Hodge,
Even Senator Robert Wagner,
It is their thesis the AdminisLois Eastland, Kate Boynton, tration has concluded that the labor's elder statesman and best
Louise Davis, Alta Woodruff, lack of a firm labor policy has friend, protested sharply at the
Auda Mae Beck, Gertrude Car- been increasingly unpopular over reported use of the labor Relaroll, Annie Downing and Messrs. the country, and has determined tions Act bearing his name to
Harry Cash, Harold Gates, Mil- to bow to this political wind. justify the coal strike.
ton Hopewell, William Pickering, Byrnes, already !..eing given a
So, these are the developing
Joining in the popular pastime
Charles Eaker, Leo Walker, Har- build-up, was named sponsor of trends in the labor picture, acof selecting favorite pinup girls,
ry Blades and Guy Larkins.
the new labor line to increase celerated by the coal strike, as
one unit of American servicemen
• • •
his stature further.
generally seen in Washington: in the Aleutians nominated Mary
Nail In His Foot
What the Smith-Connally bill (1) labor's basic gains will be
Elliott (above), Hollywood actMay 14, 1915—Luther Kinsolv- presages is simply labor's com- protected; (2) labor will be
ress, as "the girl who could best
mg, mail carrier on R.F.D. No. ing of age, if the interpretation forced to accept added responsibrighten up an igloo." Whereup2, stuck a nail in his foot last of majority analytical opinion is bilities; (3) the Administration
on Mary hastened to don her
Friday, which has caused him correct. In other words, labor will not be so amenable to every
idea of a suitable Arctic costume.
considerable suffering. Tie was will be forced, by the middle-of- whim of labor chiefs; (4) powers
—AP Telemat
compelled to lay off for two the-road legislation, to accept re- of the labor titans will be curbdays.
sponsibilities to the national corn- ed.
Everybody reads The Leader

—What It Means

t Sniffi,.

ohnnie

lerTal

ESE TROOPS ON THE MARCH—This winding column of Chinese troops, strung along a
in Yunnan province, heads for the Salween river front near the Burma border to relieve men
—AP Telemat
tion against Japanese forces. This scene is from a newsreel.

rary Guidepost

NewsFrom The Past

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost 40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files
of Twice-A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a
For the Northland," by regular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as the
Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote
Kurt Singer
thing was very smelly in them
irk before the Germans
brought to a close before Lent.
Fine Horse Dead
In. and the important fact
Jan. 26, 1915—"Diamond Dick," Miss Ratliff is the beautiful and
this was that the Danes
accomplished daughter of Mr.
t as well as anybody, and the fine 4-year-old saddle and
and Mrs. Charles Ratliff, of this
The
helpless.
main
.n the
harness horse of Hugh Goodwin
city, and a cousin to Mrs. John
of
Sweden,
was true of
died Friday from choking on a
E. Osborne, wife of the Secretary
ay. of Finland. But until corn stalk. This Ss a heavy loss
of State.
Singer published "Duel for to Hugh, but notwithstanding
rhtland," there was no de- this loss, and the sticky roads of
Entertains
analysis of the odor.
Saturday morning, he bundled
Feb. 19, 1915—Mrs. Shelley
Singer. taking up the his mail of 45 pounds, besides
navian countries one by the parcel post packages, and Eldred entertains this afternoon
tes that they were riddled walked his route, arriving at at "Hearts," in honor of her
a spies long before Hitler Post Office a little after 4 visitor, Mrs. G. N. Hobbs, of
to power, and that the o'clock. This was inde6d a plucky Covington, Ky.
• •
difference after that sad trip, and shows Hugh's faithfulA Tribute
was that what had been a ness to his patrons and the govFrankfort, Ky., April 23, 1915
spy service became a Ger- ernment.
• • •
—Hon. J. R. Catlett, Princeton.
py service and was incrediKy. My dear Friend: I was greatlarged. Denmark's cake is
In Memory
There the German inva- Jan. 26, 1926—In memory
of ly grieved by the news that my
- actually in the early Elbert Bright, son of Mr. and life-long friend. Colonel J. W.
.,: says.
Mrs. Ed Bright, who died Jan. Hollingsworth, had died. He was
he first Danish public 18, 1915, with hydrophobia. He one of the worthiest men in KenGermans penetrated leaves a mother, father and sister tucky, being a brave soldier, a
acording to the to mourn his sad demise. He was loyal Democrat, a patriotic citi. the master spy, who laid to rest in the Sulphur zen, and always, my devoted
:iroat-tearing name of Spri gs cemetery, Jan. 19. 1915. friend. With kind regards, Very
• • •
sincerely yours, James B. Mc-Hartung, had at hand
Creary.
on every last Dane who
Wins Social Honor
be useful: so. for that matFeb. 19; I915—Miss Elizapeth
Picnic at Lake Rabbit
ad Rusia's famous ,Ernst Ratliff, of Princeton, one
of
eber. But although Pflugk- Kentucky's fair representatives
May 7, 1915—On Tuesday afwas no cleverer than at the National capital, has been ternoon, immediately after school
.-. he was closer to his chosen Maid of Honor to the a party of sixteen, chaperoned
says Singer, and on Queen of the Cotton Ball, the by Misses Catlett and Kinsolving,
• he did a better job big social event with which the composed a delightful
picnic
.-Inesses were many; he Washington social season will be given by the juniors of the
.,1y hundreds of men
Approximately 120.000 feet of
„long Denmark's coast; it. She could not.
The process was repeated tobacco beds were treated with
-rupted the secretaries
and the police chief through Scandinavia, except in bluestone and lime in Madison
: 4, his force were paid Sweden. One of Mr. Singer's county this year, almost double
artung. This made it most amazing chapters has to do that of a year ago.
e fie him to have any- with the now-blacklisted friend
Flax can be grown almost anyarrested and to use the of the Duke and Duchess of
where in North America.
lice when he wanted Windsor, Axel Wenner-Gren.
from German justice [mono., w000nnwomonnmaeoneutsornmonsonovermninomommummumoni
By John Selby
ated Press Features
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IV( AND NOT GIVE
MAKES
VERT DULL. REMEMBER
GIVE IS MORE FUN THAN
RECEIVE. GIVE TO THE
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"Ire, the people of the (Tithed States. ."

Comfort

156 years ago, these simple words began
America's warranty of freedom.
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Pflugk-Hartung had so
i up Denmark that al,vas a democratic couna democratic king, it
::ble for it to defend it:olt continues, and only
'side powers such as
:roduced evidence and
action was anything
t,:aalti did not propose
to
Denmark turned into a
fort, focussed on the
Isles, if she: could avoid
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And, of course, a cordial reception and
careful attention to your entertainment
during your stay are yours, always, at

THE

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-from-home, in Kentucky's

Do you talk with your neighbors in the
market place—or meet on the steps of the
town hall? It will profit you that no bludgeon
can drive you into secret cellars.

Today we are deep in war—so that this
warranty may endure. Should we win—and
win we must—whom will it profit?

Our Constitution assures us these things.
And these we fight for.

Are you a farmer, and do you love your
land? Are you a worker, and do you cherish
your hard-bought home? It will profit you
that no man, without due process, can wrest
your home, your field, your plow from you.

In many ways we fight. Some in small,silent
ways—when our sons have gone. Some is
large, heroic ways—in the roaring of wie,gs.
Farmers fight in the rows of corn; writers
under the lamp; ministers from the pulpit's
height.

Do you worship God in a church, or in a
synagogue, or in the secret places of your
heart? It will profit you that no heathen hand
cln desecrate your altars.

Not the least of these are the men of
industry. And proud we are to be among
them.

Do you impart the truth to the printed page
—or do you seek it there? It will profit you
that the presses will not be shattered in the
night.
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Proud to pledge ourselves still further to
the fight—that all peoples everywhere may
continue to find in this Constitution of ours a
heartening hop!

metropolis . .. Prices will conform to your
idea of moderate charges for service
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Page Four
Test Unnecessary

World At War

Deaths and
Funerals

By Dr. Charles M. Knapp, Pro
lessor of History, University
of Kentucky
Week ending June 28, 1943
News from all the war fronts
has indicated little change in
Mrs. Mary H. Glass
the general picture. In China, the
Mrs. Mary Hankins Glass,
Japanese advance against Chungwidow of the late John Glass
king and the rice provinces has
Marion, and mother of Mrs. C
been checked and Chinese units
B. Meadows, died at the Mead
have been advancing and harassa
after
Monday,
ows home here
ing Japanese rear.
prolonged illness and treatment
In Burma, the arrival of the
Hopin Jennie Stewart Hospital,
-easonal monsoon has stalled efkinsville.
fectively all action until October
Her body was taken to Marion
or November, although the anWednesday, where her funpral
nouncement from London and
services were held at the family
Washington of the intention to
residence, at 4 o'clock in the afcreate an East Asia command soon
resifamily
ternoon from the
suggested that the Allies were
dence, under auspices of the
planning to launch an air, land
Marion Baptist church.
sea attack upon Burma in
and
Mrs. Glass was born and rearas soon as the weather
force
ed in Caldwell county, and was
.
permitted
'a daughter of the late Rev. Sam
From Australia, Hawaii and
FRONT—The GermHankias, of Olney section.
the Pacific generally were re- GERMANS HARNESS DOGS ON EASTERN
arriving in the United
She had lived in Marion a
ported statements by Allied Of- an caption accompanying this picture, London, describes it as
number of years and is survived
States from a neutral country by way of
ficials which definitely indito a small wagon
by an only daughter, Mrs. Clyde
German shepherd dogs harnessed
strong
showing
for
ons
preparati
cated
to front line
medicine
and
on
food, ammuniti
B. Meadows, Princeton.
—AP Telemat
Allied actions were in prospect. used to carry mail,
The Australians were now con- positions.
fident, they said, that the JapanMrs. T. J. Bullard
man as Viceroy of India.
could no longer hope to in- for service against the Russians.
ese
arin
she
after
hours
48
Within
Word has been received, here
Again the pattern of action
vade their land successfully.
The Russian and Japanese force
has not
theater
by Mrs. Robert Morgan of the rived in Hollywood from MonetEuropean
Men and material and ships facing each other are probably the
The
death of her aunt, Mrs. T. J. te, Mo., Betty Hall (above), Unichanged during the week.
planes were evidently being
Bullard, of Waxahachie, Texas, versity of Missouri coed, was and
so evenly matched at present Allied forces have, after a week
south
and
north
the
into
%
burial occurring signed to a film contract by moved
a of bad weather, stepped up their
funeral and
active operations that neither sees in prospect
for
southern
Tuesday afternoon, June 29, in Samuel Goldwyn. The manager Pacific
air attacks upon Sicily,
victory.
decisive
futnear
quick and
of a Hollywood drug store, im- within the reasonably
Gormany and
western
Waxahachie.
and
the
Italy
see
to
like
Hitler would
there were few reports
Mrs. Bullard was the former pressed by her beauty as she ure. But
Countries and France.
air action of large scale by Russians embarrassed by the the Low
blows have been
Miss Lizzie Hewlett, ,sister of sat at the counter, gave her the of
heavier
Even
are
the Japanese or the Al- Japanese, but the Japanese
the late John B. and Al Hew- card of an agent. He interviewed either
by Allied bombers in the
dealt
for
out
looking
the
upon
and
intent
present
the
Thus
lies.
contract
lett, of the Fredonia section of and signed her to a
has been announced that
near future is to be viewed as their own interests first, last and Ruhr. It
bomber force in
the county, and is well remem- without a screen test.
American
the
intenno
have
They
acfor
time.
ation
the
all
prepai
—AP Telemat. a period of
doubled in
bered here by older Princetonbeen
has
Europe
victory
German
in
large
aiding
for
of
tion
tion to come, that is
months.
two
ians, she having been born and
last
the
in
strength
deown
their
of
basis
scale Allied offensive action upon the
reared in this county. She has
the
before
from the Aleutians to New Guin- feat. Thus, some time
lived in Waxahachie the last
The reservoir at Zaghouan,
year is out the Pacific theater
ea and the Solomons.
g
45 years.
conflicts of Tunisia, has been supplyin
see
will
war
elapsed
has
the
year
of
a
than
More
Surviving relatives are a sister.
water for more than 18
drinking
ce.
in
importan
advance
major
Japanese
the
since
Mrs. Will Kirk, Hopkinsville,
The British government an- centuries.
the south Pacific and south Asia
and several nieces and nephews,
any ground. The nounced appointment of General
Tin
and
gained
has
Iron
Scrap
,
Princeton
Morgan,
Robert
Mrs.
There are 62 collegiate, 59 proand the Aleutian bases Archibald Wavell as Viceroy of
Miss Mary Hewlett, Fredonia„
and 18 honor fraterniions Also Good Solomons
Collect
fessional
set
to
have been, in part at least, re- India and the intention
and J. B. Hewlett, Crider.
East Asia ties in the United States.
ent
tliat
independ
in
an
up
battles
Naval
gained.
June
During
victories command. Rumors have suggestDuring May. the Kentucky time have been Allied
The vine of the rattan palm is
Claude Cortner
and the same can be said for ed that the American General
up
picked
Works
g
sometimes 1,000 feet long„ a
He
.
appointed
be
may
Stillwell
Claude Cortner, well-known Renderin
air actions.
in the plant world.
farmer of the Cobb section, died up from Princeton stores 519
The Japanese, either by intent has been in China for months record
American
28,
in
June
and
ranking
Monday,
the
fats
the
at his home,
and is
pounds of kitchen
or necessity, have been on
More than 1,000 20-millimeter
having suffered a stroke of para- June. 209 pounds, Mark Cunning- defensive the last year. Therein officers in China and Burma. For
made eery minute in
was
lysis a short time before. He
ham, county salvage chairman, lies the hope for Allied suc- the first time in many decades shells are
munitions plants.
in his 56th year.
reported Monday. May collection cesses in the not too distant Britain has appointed a military American
The funeral was conducted was large because of accumula- future. There will be offensive
from the family residence, Tues- tion, he said.
Allied air and naval actions but
TONIGHT
day, June 29, under auspices of
June collection of scrap iron where they will come can only
of
—AND—
inChurch
not
Baptist
have
pounds,
the Harmony
totaled 15,200
be guessed as yet. There
which he was a member, the cluding a considerable number been some specific suggestions,
Rev. Mr. Dorsey, Rastor, offi- of old automobiles, and 1,100 emanating particularly from
ciating.
pounds of tin cans that went to Chinese sources, which have asANNIVERSARY PRODUCTION
Surviving are: sons, Pfc. Del- Hot kinsville as the June dona- serted that Japan would attack
CECIL B. D•MILLE'S 30th
mas T., North Africa; William F. tion from Princeton. Mr. Cun- the Russian armies on the Siand a daughter, Mildred Lee, ningham reported.
berian-Manchurian frontier. That
all of this county; sisters, MesMerle Drain, tin can salvage hostilities will eventually break
dames Betty Davis, Chattanooga; committeeman, said date of the out there seems inevitable but
J. E. Teear, Hopkinsville; Aman- regular monthly • collection for as yet Allied leaders have not
a July will be announced next wanted to attack Japan via Sida Ashby, Princeton, and
brother, George Cortner, Ceru- week.
beria nor have either Russia or
lean Springs.
Japan sought to take on another
Flower girls were: Mesdames
Italian Somaliland is the source enemy while they were heavily
THE MASTER OF MOTION PICTURES
Billy Wilson, Garnett Overby, of half the world's supply of in- engaged elsewhere.
MAKES HIS MIGHTIEST MASTERPIECE!
Misses Jessica Ashby, Marjorie cense.
For the Chinese the opening
Done with all the DeMille flare
Shoulders„ Marcella Wood, Melofor drama and daring . . with a
of hostilities to the north would
cast in perfect character.
superb
dine Piercy.
The Andes reach their greatest bring relief for their armies
izationsi
Millwood height, more than 19.000 feet, in quickly, when Japan would have
Interment was in
burial ground, under direction Peru.
China
from
forces
to withdraw
of G. Homer Brown.
home south of Fredonia Friday
Executrix Notice
night, June 25. She is survived
Infant Dies
All presons knowing themby her husband; three childIN TECHNICOLOR
An infant daughter, born to ren, Mrs. Ada Smith, of Gary, selves to be indebted to the esstarring
Mrs. Lona Walker, Varmint Ind., Robert, of Gary, and George tate of Shell R. Smith. deceased.
and settle at
Trace Road, Monday morning, Milroy, Fredonia, and a sister, will come forward having claims
PAULETTE
JOHN
RAY
persons
All
once.
2 pounds, Mrs. W. E. Charker, of Gary, al/
June 28, weighing 31
the estate, present them
against
died three hours after birth. In- so survives.
to me properly proven for payterment was in Cedar Hill CemeServices were held from the ment, on or before August 1,
tery.
Methodist Church in Dycusburg 1943.
Lillian H. Smith.
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock
Executrix
Rev.
by
d
conducte
were
and
Patton George
Messrs.
were
rs
Pallbeare
Oliver.
Mrs. W. L. Davis received a
Administratrix Notice
Crider, Edd
message last week of the death Johnson Byrd, Jake
Shelly
All persons indebted to the
of her brother, Patton George, Mitchell, Roy Owens,
Lawrence Henry. estate of the late Marcella W.
of Tulare, Calif. Mr. George Decker and
Fanny Mae Lester please settle same on or
were:
Girls
Flower
few
visited his sister here a
Kath- before August 1.. 1943.
Lindsay,
Mary
,
Ferguson
years ago. Beside his sister he is
All persons knowing themOpal
Owens,
June
Owens,
leen
survived by a daughter, Mrs.
selves indebted to said estate
Dalton
Lois
Eva
Owens,
lean
please come forward and settle
Peter Winfield, Piedmont, Calif.,
same.
and a brother, Elbert, Tulare, and Hattie Daugherty.
with Raymond Kama,• Robert limbo*
Mary W. Stone,
Interment was in the DycusCalif. A younger brother JohnSuean Hayward Lynne Overman • Chas.
Administratrix.
Ilekto d • Walt. H•mod•n Matihe
nie, preceded him in death last burg cemetery.
- -SR CrlDrimoll hoe Beevhey. Heckle Hopp.
December. Tinsley George, SalGeorge
em, is a half brother. Mr.
was buried in Tulare.
ary
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PARAMOUNT NEWS

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

e Missionary Society of t
Presbyterian Church, F
met at the home of M
•.; Brasher Friday afterno.
e 25, with Mrs. C. W. D
•rth, as leader. Topic for d
...'on was "West Indies, Po
'' • nt were Mesdames Ho
. Rice, J. B. Sory, Joe Pa
W. Dilworth, Ivan Benne_
M. Young, J. E. Hillya.
ace Loyd and Misses Imog
igginton and Dorothy Parr.

MILLAND • WAYNE • GODDARD

Picture

FOX MOVIETONE NEWS!

Mrs. Albert Critz
Mrs. Albert Critz died at her

SATURDAY

The
BRONZOLEUM
Concrete Burial Vault
Proven Dependability
Beauty
Permanence
Strength

Mr. and Mrs. Tony Horn a
tighter, Patsy, have return
. Wickliffe, where they vis
relatives for a fortnight.
•••
Dr. C. E. Worrell„ Clovis,
and Jimmy Salato, Bowl'
., spent last week at
,e of Mr. and Mrs. I. D. W.
and family, W. Main st.
• • •
Dr. and Mrs. W. L. Cash, M
Neil, Mrs. Ralph Cash a
' daughter, Betty Lou, w.
Nashville, Wednesday aft

DERR HARDY

• • •
Marshall Eldred, Lou isv
it Wednesday
here

"A/RRA/P
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jf

The first new wheat delivered to the Princeton
Mills was grown by W. E. Jenkins, of Kuttawa. The
wheat tested 59 pounds and yielded 25 bushels to the
acre. Wheat growers are cautioned not to harvest
their grain with excess moisture as this will cause
a dockage in grade.
The Government loan rate has been set at $1.38
per bushel for No. 1 wheat.

e Ladies Aid of the C
Chur..
land Presbyterian
•.onia, met at the home
s. Dave Perkins, Thursd
mg, June 24th. The meeti.
•ned by song, followed wi
-iyer. After the business me
delicious refreshments we
ved to Mesdames Aubr
hfield, L. C. Foley, Mitch,
wery, Smith Lowery„ Gra
cry, Cord Henson, Laymo.
.ire, Ray Blackburn, T.
,gg, Dan Bugg and Mrs. Da
rkins.

-.onia W.M.S.
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with Andy Clyde • Victor Jory
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Clean Up Japs,
Then Back To Laundry
North Camp Polk, La. (FP)—
Pvt. Yemey Lew skipped out of
Taichang, China, 45 minutes
head of the Japanese invaders
' in 1939. Now he says "the Japs
got a lot to learn from me. I
like to get some of them and
then go home."
Pvt. Lew made his way to
America with his father and
brother, and until March 18,
when he was inducted into the
Army, ran a laundry at Port
Washington, N. Y.

cORy

•Cleans easily —
just rinse off in run.
ring water. Saves
bother and errpense of
filter cloths or papers.

THIS BOMB IS OUT—Knowing air-raid regulations and being
able to explain them to others is one of the requirements of the
Senior Service Scout program. Here some Senior Scouts learn
first hand how to deal with incendiar ies.
4101Maalsalms

I

Methodist Group
-I- At the ÷
Hears Chinese
Churches

Broiling In Oil

Ladies' Aid

Hospital News

. • •
arshal I Eldred, Louisville,
nt Wednesday here..

0

Society. Personals

BURNED IN CRASH OF FIGHTER PLANE—Seriously burned
by flaming gasoline from an army Lighting fighter plane which
crashed and exploded on the beach at Huntington Beach, Calif..
these three youngsters receive treatment in Orange county•hos• • *
pital. Four other children died of injuries received in the tragedy,
Front to rear: Reuben Silva, 7, Frank Barrega, - 6 and Ruril,r
Mrs. Clyde DeMoss, of Los
ustoomosusteesausautuatisaatutoostoommil
Silva, 8. Nurses are Genevieve Martin (left) and Eleanor Tuck- Angeles,
ournment was for July and
Calif., has
returned
—AP Telemat home after several
FIRST
CHRISTIAN CHURCH
. with Mrs. Sallie Powell er.
days visit to
the
first
tt hostess for
Bible School at 9:45, John F.
Mr. and Mrs. William DeMoss,
Workaday Beauty
g in September.
Graham, Supt.
Hopkinsville street.
• • •
Worship Service at 10:55. SerMiss Mary Leigh Goodwin, mon by the pastor, who has reAllcock Entertains
who is employed as a govern- turned from a brief vacation.
By Betty Clarke
Miss Terry Davis
Christian Endeavor meets at
ment stenographer in Dayton,
Mr. and Mrs. Imro Peterman,
Associated Press Features
0., returned Friday to resume 6:30.
so Betty Allcock entertained
Denver, Colo., on the birth of
Dear Housewives: Just take a her work after a two-weeks'
Evening service at 7:30.
a dessert bridge party at
Midweek prayer service Wedhome in Paducah Saturday a daughter, Wilma Jean, June peek at your backyard. It's sun- visit to her parents here.
13.
Mrs.
Peterman
is
a
daughter
•
•
•
nesday at 7:30, with choir reoon at 1:30, in honor of
ny, isn't it? The same sun that
of
Mrs.
Gabe
M.
Duke,
Cobb.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Goodwin, hearsal immediately following.
Margaret Terry Davis, of
hits the beach, lake or your va• • •
Jr., and little daughter, Dorothy
eton, who is her visitor.
Corp. and Mrs. Kenneth Sheri- cationland. Most sunbaths will Leigh, returned
to
Atlanta, CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
dan, a girl baby, Janice Kay, at have to be of the at home variety where he will reenter Emory Pastor, John N. Fox
onia
Mrs. Sheridan's home here. Corp. this year so let's maae the most University to resume medical S. S. Supt., Leonard Groom
e Ladies Aid of the Cum- Sheridan, Camp Kern, Salt Lake
training, after several days visit
9:45 A.M., The Church School.
Ind Presbyterian Church, City; Utah, has arrived here to of it. Your old apple tree or elm to his parents here, Mr. and
10:45 A.M., Morning Service of
are
right
there
waiting
to
take
calla, met at the home of be with his family, while on
Mrs. H. A. Goodwin, Hopkins- Praise and Meditation. Message:
the
place
of
that
gaily
colored
Dave Perkins, Thursday several days furlough.
ville street.
"Eternal Patriotism." The Lord's
beach umbrella.
•• •
• • •
ing, June 24th. The meeting
Supper will be observed.
to
have
a
It's
unattractive
ed by song, followed with
Elbert
Mr. and Mrs. Otho
Mrs. G. R. Stone, Mitchell
6:30 P.M., Tuxis meets.
er. After the business meet- Storms, Princeton, Route 2, on dead-white look during the sum- street, has returned from De7:30 P.M., Evening Service: Inmer.
You
can
look
just
as
cool
were
delicious refreshments
the birth of a daughter, Carlon
troit, where she spent several stallation of Officers of the
and
beautiful
if
you
can
catch
ed to Mesdames Aubrey Ann, June 24.
weeks visiting her daughter and Pioneer and Tuxis groups. Reyourself an even coat of tan.
• • •
field, L. C. Foley, Mitchell
family, Mr. and Mrs. Winifred poets from those who attended
How
to
do
it?
Just
don't
be
ery, Smith Lowery„ Grant
Vance
Mr. and Mrs. Olus
Williamson, and small daughter, the Summer conference.
ery. Cord Henson, Laymond Wood, Princeton, Route 2, on the over-anxious. You'll get a lovely Melva.
Wednesday, July 7, 7:30 P.M.,
tan
by
being
systematic
about
it.
re Ray Blackburn, T. A. birth of a daughter, Jo Ann,
Midweek
Prayer Service.
First, decide whether
your
Dan Bugg and Mrs. Dave June 25.
8:30 P.M:, Choir rehearses.
skin
is
too
fair
to
take
a
long
•
•
•
ns
Thursday, July 8, 4:00 P.M.,
sunning in the beginning. If it
Mr. and Mrs. James William
Sunday School and Church Picis, regulate yourself. Spend 15
McKnight, Cadiz St., on the
Mrs. Betty Wood, Marion, con- nic: At Satterfield picnic ground.
onia W.M.S.
minutes the first day and gradbirth of a son, James Malcolm,
tinues to improve after treat- Everyone is invited; come early
ually
increase
your
time.
Be
e Missionary Society of the June 20.
ment.
and bring your own basket
equipped with a good suntan
Presbyterian Church, Fre• • •
* * *
lunch, remembering to bring
oil and. use it. Rub it on every
a, met at the home of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Sheltie White,
Trumann Ray, Farmersville, is silverware and drinking cups.
I Brasher Friday afternoon, Dawson Springs, Route 5, on the part of your body that is eximproving after several weeks There will be games and contests
e 25, with Mrs. C. W. Dil- birth of a daughter, Sandra Kay, posed, particularly the shoulder
for which prizes will be awarded.
blades, knees and backs of legs, of serious illness.
h, as leader. Topic for dis- June 22.
*
*
*
See the Dail' Vacation Bible
which
will
blister
if
not
proon Was "West Indies, Porta
•
• •
Gerald Sorensen, Mexico, un- School Ad in this paper.
tected.
Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Suppell
Be sure your face is well oil- derwent a tonsilectomy Wednesent were Mesdames How: Eli, Dawson Springs, Route 3,
OGDEN MEMORIAL
day and continues to improve.
Rice, J. B. Sory, Joe Parr, on the birth of a son, Garnett ed. Blistered lips are miserable
* * *
METHODIST CHURCH
afflictions, and look ugly beW Dilworth, Ivan Bennett, Richard, June 23.
Ralph Matthews, near Prince- E. S. Denton, Pastor
sides.
M. Young, J. E. Hillyard,
9:45 A.M., Sunday School.
Sunglasses are another must ton, is very ill.
e Loyd and Misses Imogen
* * *
11:00 A.M., "Mistaken PatCard of Thanks
for your sunshine bath—they
nton and Dorothy Parr.
Miss Sammie Sizemore, mem- riotism." Sacrament of the Lord's
We are grateful to our neigh- will help you avoid a painful
ber of the nurses' staff, left to- Supper.
r. and Mrs. Tony Horn and bors and friends who expressed headache and red lids.
iecent bereave7:45 P.M., Evening Service.
After the swirling and a tub- day for St. Louis, Mo., where
liter. Patsy, have returned sympathy in our
ment, the passing of our dear bing apply a lotion or cream to she will spend her vacation.
6:45 P.M., Youth Fellowship.
Wickliffe, where' they visit- Aunt Marcella Lester.
your face at least a half hour
relatives for a fortnight.
We are especially grateful to
The area of the Soviet Union SECOND BAPTIST
•••
you apply your makeup.
Rev. 0. M. Schultz ter his words before
contains virtually every ma- F. M. Masters, Pastor
. C. E. Worrell„ Clovis, N. of consolation; to those who
The pastor, F. M. Masters, will
In the 14th century Dortmund, terial natural resource of civiland Jimmy Salato. Bowling brought the memorial message in
preach at 11 A.M., Sunday on
lovely Germany, withstood a siege for ization.
for the
n. spent last week at the music; and
"Bible Stewardship." Evening
e of Mr. and Mrs. E D. Wor- floral offerings, which beauti- 21 months.
The head of a barracuda is subject, "Some of the Signs of
fied the last resting place of
and family, W. Main St.
our loved one. May each of you
• • •
The French Sudan in West one-fourth of its five foot length. the Second Coming of Christ."
our fervent Africa has a population of nearr. and Mrs. W. L. Cash, Mrs. be so comforted, is
lllllI 11110111lllll lllllllllllIlllll111,1•1•11101111111161$11011101111111lllllll lllll1.1111 ,
llllltallealeeeniellllllllllllllllllllllllll
Prayer.
ly 3,000,000.
Neil, Mrs. Ralph Cash and
Mary W. Stone and Children,
e daughter, Betty Lou, went
Miss LaRue Stone B. M.
Everybody reads The Leader
Stone. Jr.
Nashville Wednesday after-

The Leader
Congratulates

MITCHELL

•

Mrs. Jack Williams, Owensboro, is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
J. S. Williams.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Hunt,
Mayfield, were the guests of
her brother, Bedford McChesney,
and family last weekend.
• • •
Mrs. Fred Howard and little
niece, Mary Catherine Hoelscher,
Woodlawn Court, have returned from Lincoln, Ill., where they
spent a month visiting relatives.
They were accompanied home
by Mrs. Howard's baby niece,
Frances Lee Hoelscher, of Lincoln.
• • •
Mrs. Eugene Parker and Mrs.
Julian Littlepage spent Wednesday in Hopkinsville.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Harley Culp and
cago, were weekend guests of
daughter, Jean Walker, of ChiMr. and Mrs. William DeMoss,
Hopkinsville street.

Tom Johnson Chapter, U.
its monthly meeting,
evening, June 24, at
Miss Margie Amos,

ONUS

•

Captain and Mrs. Robert Gayle
Pettit, Camp Shelby, Miss., will
leave today after several days'
visit with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Gayle Pettit.
• • •
Miss Margaret Terry Davis is
the guest of Miss Betty Allcock, in Paducah, this week.
•••

Ill usher will be a senior
High School this fall.
net. is engaged in farm-

by Jobe Irsky
with

•

Churches. Clubs

Personals

and Mrs. W. M. Jones,
announce the martheir daughter, Louise,
os Brasher, son of Mr.
Willie Brasher, of the
community, June 19, in
were acilly They
Mrs.
pied by Mr. and
Mrs. Mary
Tosh and
mother of the bride-

Phone

Phone 50

C7,1 7117

Dr. Sheridan Lee And
Rev. E. S. Denton At
Kuttawa Springs
• Dr. Sheridan Lee, a Chinese
who has just received a master's
degree in biology from
Peabody College, Nashville.
and
has been granted an assistant!Thin at the University of Wisconsin, while working on a degree Phd., spoke here Sunday
night, June 27, to the Methodist
Youth Fellowship group, at its
regular 5 o'clock service.
Dr. Lee went from here to
Kuttawa, where he will conduct classes at the Methodist
Christian camp, in session at
Kuttawa Mineral Springs, Mon-lay through Friday, July 2.
Fey. E. S. Denton, pastor of
Methodist Church here, will be
an instructor at the camp, his
text during the
week
being
"Learning About Alcohol."
The American soldier's average coffee ration is 40 cups a
no t,th.
Britain had only 25 motor torpedo boats when she entered the
var in 1939.
A welcome waits all visitors and
strangers.

Glass Filter
ROD

Fits rnost giass coffee
makers. Get your all glass
CORY ROD
filter, today!

50c
EACH
No Cloth
?to Paper
No Springs
No Hooks •

• No Metal

Joiner Hardware Co.

McKESSON'S

BEXEL
VITAMIN 11 COMPLEX CAPSULES

Potent, trusiworthy, made by ,
a famous laboratory.
(0's 98°

iOn's $1.98

Wood Drug Co.
PHONE 611

BREEZY
STYLES..
For Hot Summer Days
c--.Pd your No. 18
Shoe Coupon for a
pair of comfortable
shoes to keep your

Are you looking for something different . . . something to
draw the admiration of every eye . . . to make your Fourth
stand out in memory as an event in sport and fashion?

feet cool.

wicarson
SUPER POTENCY
VITAMIN TABLETS
FINEST
FORMULAS MADE
stoweet^

SATISFACTION
GUARANTIED
or MONEY RACK

presents
PHYLLIS and GENEVA
in

NARDIS

I•Sti ,
$339
ISOM,',JO,

hirley -

10
Carole 1

Star of Jack Beld

GIVES YOU Alt
THE GNSINERS
Got

Yaw

BEST

!Fell
IN A

15 different styles to
choose from. Priced at

$3.95 - $5.00
$6.85
Al! sizes and kinds!

Cope radar,

(Incorporated)
I'lloNE 611

Ten

Exclusively yours,

wicarson

Dennis ito
°ROOT°
D HIS

PLAYSUITS
So Outstanding—They're Sensational
When a more stunning playsuit is made,
NARDIS will make it.

!AIM

Hopkinsville, Kentucky

41.OLDNAMER'S
"Princeton's Finest Department Store"

Princeton Shoe Co.
"FINE SHOES FITTED BY X-RAY"
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Kentucky Gardens
Called Best Ever

FLYING NURSE CITED FOR BRAVERY—Second Lieutenant
Dorothy P. Shikoski (right), 23, of Green Lake, Wis., first woman in the South Pacific theater of war to win the Air Medal,
is awarded the decoration by Lt. Gen. Millard -F. Harmon. Miss
Shikoski, a "flying nurse," risked her life in attempting to save
a Marine navigator in a plane crash. (AP Photo from U. S.
—AP Telemat
Army.)

KENTUCKY'S SENATORIAL GRANDPA—U. S. Senator Alben
W. Barkley (D-Ky) beams proudly at his granddaughter, Dorothy
Anne, whom he is seeing for the first time on a visit to Randolph
Field, Texas, where his son, Maj. D. M. Barkley„ the baby's
—AP Telemat
father, is stationed as post operations officer.

the
That this will be one of
experiever
years
garden
best
is
enced in much of Kentucky
the
reaching
reports
indicated by
State College of Agriculture and
Home Economics. Despite the
late season and frequent rains,
gardens generally are good.
Typical is the report of Farm
Agent John Bach of Whitley
county, "Gardens look fine although the season is late. Gardens are larger, there is a greater
variety of vegetables planted
and the gardens are better taken
care of than usual. Corbin has
as its slogan, "No vacant lots
in Corbin, and every lot a victory garden."
In Hopkins county it is estimated that the number of
gardens has been tripled this
year. Rockcastle county gardens
are said to be "far bigger and
better than usual," and Clinton
county reports having larger
gardens. In Scott county, both
city and rural gardeners are
said to be " taking hold of
gardening in fine shape."
All available garden land is
Harlan
in
under cultivation
county, according to Home Agent
Roxie C. Perkins. She reports
that a greater variety of vegetables are being grown in all
gardens of the county this year,
with continuous planting planned
to supply fresh, tender products.
Approximately 35,000 of Kentucky's 4-H club members are
growing gardens for themselves,
or assisting with family plots.
Pike county has 1,679 members
so enrolled.. Fatm Agent O. M.
Shelby, of Crittenden county relates that on a tour of 4-H club
gardens, he found them to be
from 75 to 100 percent larger
than a year ago and unusually
free' of weeds. "Both club members and adult gardeners are
aware of the danger of a possible
food shortage and plan to make
full use of their canning and
drying facilities, potes Mr. Shelby.
It is thought likely that several hemp beating machines will
be built in Washington county
this year.

FORTRESSES BLAST LEGHORN REFINERY—Flying Fortresses
of the Northwest African air forces lay their bombs right across'
the target at Leghorn. Italy, destroying oil cracking and refining plants and firing surrounding tanks. Note the white burst of
flame as one of the oil tanks explodes. (Associated -Press photo
—AP Telemat
from USAAF).

ASSEMBLING RADAR FOR NAVY—Women workers, who
formerly worked on radio equipment for civilian use, assemble
radar equipment for the U. S. navy in a General Electric plant.

Among The
County Agents
Hickman county poultry raisers sold 541 roosters weighing
3,410 pounds during the swatthe-rooster campaign.
Asparagus, strawberries and
quantities by homemakers in
Kenton county during the past
month.
more
that
It is estimated
chickens were canned in large
brooder houses have been built
in Scott county this year than
during the past 10 years.
Ninety-five percent of Green
county's farmers raising sheep
wool
market their
plan to
through the Kentucky Wool

Growers' Cooperative Association.
Many tobacco growers in Morgan county had beds free from
disease, due to the lime and bluestone treatment.
Because of excessive rains, it
is now estimated that only half
of the goal of 4,000 acres of
soybeans will be planted in Ballard county.
Members of homemakers' clubs

in Carroll county report canning
2,000 jars of meat.
Gardens in Harlan county arc
said to be the finest as well as
the most extensive that have
ever been grown in the county.
First cuttings of alfalfa on
plots in Pike
demonstration
county are averaging one and a
half tons an acre.
More than 4.000 sheep in Boyle
county had their spring drench
with phenothiazine.
In Muhlenberg county, 48
farmers are growing from one
to 10 acres of sweet potatoes for
the dehydrating plant at Hoptinsville.

Have YOU
tried its
2-way help'
$
Oft 10b.1

...You can spot it
every time

undergo training
regular rest periods are allowed
them. That's when the call goes
up for ice-cold Coca-Cola ... for
the pause that refreshes.
Ice-cold Coca-Cola does more
than just quench thirst. It
brings a pleasant after-sense
of refreshment. Delicious!
Satisfying! You know
from experience that the
only thing like Coca-Cola
is Coca-Cola, itself.

ft .

th
CK
tires
Some.
nget T

Attention, Poultry Raisers!
Baby Chicks Now Available . . . plenty of time to
raise that late flock of chicks.
Do your part to raise more poultry for our Are
Forces.

D-X
in tits.

HELMS HATCHERY

NOTICE
City taxes for the current year become due
July 1, 1943. A discount of 2 percent will be
allowed on all 1943 taxes paid on or before
July 20, 1943. Take advantage of the discount
All unpaid taxes of previous years ore now
delinquent and must be paid at once

Garland Quisenberry
COLLECTOR

homas

REF S

TO ALL
YOU FRIENDS
BROWN HOTEL
FOR more than 200 nights during
the past year, every available room

to see itt1Rt as man)
,ofthem as poscible
have proper accommodations for their

of the Brown has been "sold out",

brief moments with their soldiers....

date many cifour oldest and best friends.
Part of this unhappy condition is due
to the fact that Louisville has become
a key city in war production work,
and hundreds of visiting officers, inspectors and officials have been using
The Brown as their"home away from
home"... ,Part of it is due to the
fact that we have been trying to take
care of the thousands of mothers,
fathers and wives who come here to

A couple of Cokes! That's the we,
to nuke•friendly moment refresh.
ment time.

visit their boys in the two great nearby
The best is always the better buy!

DOAN'S Pills

Fire and Auto
Insurance
Capital stock co.

More than 1,000 emergency
messages a day between U. S.
troops overseas and home folks
are handled by the Red Cross.

and we have had the very unpleasant
situation of being unable to accommo-

May Warn of Disordered
Kidney Action
Modern life with It, hurry and worry,
Irregular habits, improper eating and
drinking —ita risk of exposure and infection—throw. heavy strain on the work
of the kidneys. They are apt to become
over-taxed and fail to filter steam acid
and other impurities from the life-giving
blood.
You may suffer nagging backache,
headache, di..ineu, getting up nights,
leg pains, swelling—feel constantly
tired, nervous, all worn out. Other signs
of kidney or bladder disorder are sometimes burning, scanty or too frequent
urination.
Try Doan's Pills. noon's help the
kidneys to pass off harmful excel= body
waste. They have had more than half a
century 'if public approval. Are 'worn
mended Ly grateful were everywhere.
Ask wear ,ankh.,!

Thursc

PARA

WEDIs

9PI

OF THE

111.°W
Marine Corps Women's Reserve
girls know THEreleases
trained Marines for combat
many
So
duty. But they must, themselves,
about
all
so rigorous that

CARD

were displayed also. The
.
followed a series of tallow
home management, iiett
Miss Ida C. Ilagmln of the
clubs
tucky College -of
Members of homemakers'
trying to Home EconomicsAgricUltUre
in Fleming county are
an
do their regular jobs in
easier way during these busy
in
war days. In a window exhibit
Flemingsburg, they showed articles they had made to save
time, energy and labor. Included
were cleaning kits, dustless dust
cloths, garden kits, bins and
shelves for kitchen cabinets,
Insure%
floor wax and a rug aro upIs safe and reliable.
holstered chair cleaned the easy
way, with soapsuds. Posters ex- Princeton,
Phone ts
110 S. Jetfi•rson St.
plaining the exhibit, with diarticle,
rections for making each

Homemakers Would
Save Labor, Time

110TYLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

Army Camps. Under the circumstances,
it is both our duty and our pleasure

1!

ARI

Believe us sincerely—we by no means
like the concentration of business we
have been "enjoying" since the War
began. We would vastly prefer the
easier days before Pearl Harbor. But
we think you are entitled to know the
facts as outlined above, and we ask
your sympathetic indulgence during
these critical times. When Peace comes
back, you'll find that we've realty(km*
the best job we know how to do, and
that we've notforgottes our °id-friends.

SDAY

IV

The Staff of tee

BROWN NOM
LOUISVILLI
Olareld 1. Hare.ar, Maaaos•

.hirley

Star o
!tenni

HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO
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sday, July
displayed also.
The e
ed a series
of leak
management„
giv 43
da C. Hagm3/1
Of
Agricuilthueenrt
College of
Economies.

Kortrecht, Alt
Fire and Auto
Insurance
tal Stock Co.
a safe and Insu
reliablre.a
eton,
phon
10 S. Jefferson
St!'
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EXT TIME YOU GET SORE--grab your pencil..

Raisers!
, plenty of time
to
ltry for our Armed

Figure It Out Yourself

HERY
ck

Next time you're sore at the Nazis or ja2s, there has been for a long, long time.
just sit down for a minute. And if there's a more .. .
pencil handy. do a little fi,-uring—something
like this ..
Sure, taxes are higher. You're paying more
than you used to. And the cost of living
hasn't gont down any either. That's costing
you more. But.

t year become due
2 percent will be
paid on or before
ge of the discount
ious years are now
at once.

Chances are, you're making more, too. And
maybe somebody else in the family's working. Maybe one of the girls is bringing
home a pay envelope every week—and pretty
good pay at that. Chances are, there's more
cash coming into your home right now than

en berry

What's

will sharpen up your pencils and figure out
how you can save an extra dollar here and
another there that can go into War Bonds —
if you'll keep on figuring and saving —you'll
provide a weight of metal that will snap the
4xis' spine like a rotten stick!

Maybe you were going to gt a new bus this
year. Eveiy year, you know, millions of
people did get new ones. Or radios. Or
refrigerators. Anyway, it's a cinch you'd have
spent some money this year on things you
carn't buy now.

Let's pour it on! And keep pouring it on ti'l
the murderous fools who have defiled our
So what?
soil, butchered our sons, broken up our homes
So maybe you can put more of your family
—who have refused to let us live and work
earnings into War Bonds! Not 10% or 12%
in peace—are smashed utterly to dust!
or 15% or 20% —but all you can! If you
and every other American who has an income Get out that pencil and use the charts below!

OR

Here's what corms in . . . Here's what goes out

Whit ins out

for U. S.
WAR BONDS
After all, U. S. War Bonds are the safest investment the world las ever known—return
you $4 for every $3 invested at the end of 10
years. Use that pencil to help yosirseq—as
well as Uncle Sam!

OLIVE DONE YOUR BIT --IOW DO YOUR BEST
BOOST YOUR BON BUYING

THROUGH THE PAYROLL SAVINGS PLAN

THIS ADVERTISEMENT IS A CONTRIBUTION TO AMERICA'S ALL-OUT WAR EFFORT BY
ED JACKSON'S GARAGE
K ENTUCKY WHIP & COLLAR CO.
A. WOODALL INSURANCE AGENCY
CORNICK OIL COMPANY

MODERN BEAUTY & BARBER SHOP
Hugh Blackburn, Mrs. Marion Young Stallins
Luther earner

DX SERVICE STATION
R. M. OLIVER, Prop

MITCHELL CLIFT, Sheriff
BODENHAMER'S
PRINCETON LIVESTOCK CO.
IDEAL BARBER SHOP

MELVIN FRALICK, Mgr.
Market Street Red Front Store

BEDFORD McCHESNEY
CLAUDE P'POOL

Thursday, July 1,1941
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City Closes Deal
For lot Exchange

Hawaiian Hurler

New Tax Pay Plan

s. Roy Withers,
visited friends II,
vaaa 1 11

Trainees Practise
CLASSIFIED ADS
At Cedar Bluff

Denies Charges

(Continued tram Page One)
ment tables whch specify the
each
withholding amount for
Gets Cash Difference
wage bracket. The idea is to
make their bookkeeping easier.
In Trade With HighFor example, John Smith
Emery Dobbins, Jr., who has
way Dept.
(married and no children) has
been
visiting
his
aunt
here,
Mrs.
At Monday night's session of
He will
charles Gaddie, Washington at., a wage of $60 a week.
amount,
City Council, Mayor W. L. Cash
all leave Friday for Fort Ben- contribute the same
Brown, a
was authorized to negotiate a
aimin Harrison, Ind., where he $8.20 a week, as Bill
the same
will be inducted into the service $69-per-week man with
deed with the State Highway
family status. Inequalities like
of U. S. Army.
Department for transfer of the
this will be adjusted in complete
• * a
city's lot and building, located
returns
on 1943 Income which
West Washington street,
on
Pvt. William Boyd Granstaff, taxpayers must make as usual
formerly the WPA storage buildson of Mr. and Mrs. W. L. by next March 15.
ing now used as a garage by.the
Granstaff, has been transferred
If a wage earner has contribHighway Department. The negofrom Ft. Benjamin Harrison, Ind, uted more tax than he actually
tiation being contingent on transto Sheppard Field, Texas. He is owes, the collector of revenue
fer to the City of the lot on
in the Army Air Corps.
will then give him a refund. If
South Seminary street, former
• *
owes more tax than has been
he
site of Highway garage, plus a
Pvt. E. R. Murphy, son of Mr. withheld, he will have to pay
money consideration. Corresponand Mrs. J. T. Murphy, Cadiz difference.
dence relative to the transfer of
street, has been transferred from
Another reason for temporary
the lots had been carried on
Ft. Benjamin Harrison, Ind., to overpayment and underpayment
Mrs. Carmen Beach Martin,
with the Highway Department
to Camp Crowder, Mo.
is that the withholding plan (above), has denied the governfor several weeks, the Mayor
*
*
for
only
allowance
makes specific
ment's charges that she violated
said.
Billy French, U.S.N., Great one deduction—personal exemp- the Mann act by sending a young
The collector's report showed
Lakes, is on furlough, visiting tion based on family status. A woman in taxicabs to keep dates
taxpayers are already respondHawaiian-born Henry "Hank" his mother, Mrs. Ethel French "statistical" allowance is made with men in fashionable Washing to a published notice to pay
for the average deduction, but ington hotels. Accused of operat1943 taxes, largest payment be- Oana (above), who pitched good and family.
wage earners with unusually ing a call house providing girls
* * *
ing that of the First National ball far the Milwaukee Brewers
"Knotty" McCollum, U.S.N., large deductions may be overtax- for diplomats in Washington, she
Bank. A compilation of• tax of the American Association, has
amounts, exclusive of franchise joined the pitching staff of the Jacksonville, Fla., is visiting his ed and those with very small told a federal district court jury
taxes, for 1943 totaled $16,304.39. Detroit Tigers of the American parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. E Mc- credits may be undertaxed tem- that two Latin-American amporarily.
—AP Telemat Collum.
bassadors and a member of the
Of the total, $15,375.16 represent- League.
The new system is on the Chinese embassy staff called at
*
*
ed taxes assessed against white
the thing her apartment.
—AP Telemat
taxpayers, while $816.23 reprePfc. Keith Perkins, Fredonia, complicated side, but
sented that of Negroes. There
has returned to Miami, Fla., after to remember is that the withwere 1,203 white polls listed and
a furlough with friends and rela- holding levy aims at collecting Bathing Clap
247 Negroes. Dogs listed for taxtives. Mrs. Perkins, who has from current income a sum
approximating actual tax Saves Girl's Life
ation totaled 113. A 2 percent
been in Miami, remained in Fre- roughly
And liability is based
liability.
Cheyenne, Wyo. t.)—A bathdiscount is given on all 1943
donia.
on the same tax rates and the
Application Forms Still
* * *
taxes paid by July 20.
cap saved the life of Ruth
ing
exemptions
Report of analysis of city
Sergeant and Mrs. Charles same allowances for
Not Received Here,
Harris, 15, the daughter of Mr.
deductions
used
and
in
as
you
water, read at the session, showFleming, U.S. Marine Corps, MilMrs. Alfred E. Harris, when
Board Reports
ed freedom from pollution.
waukee, Wis., arrived Saturday, making out your return last and
March.
she was struck by lightnine reNo application forms are avail- June 26, to visit her parents, Mr.
Certain classes of taxpayers,
able here yet for Caldwell motor- and Mrs. Herndon Greer, S. Jef- however, will have to do some cently, doctors said.
Lawyer At 89
She was wearing the cap in a
ists' use in obtaining new gaso- ferson street. They left Tues- extra bookkeeping this year. SinToo Young To Retire
line "A" ration books, Robert day, June 28, for Milwaukee. gle persons receiving wages fig- rainstorm while riding for the
Salt Lake City (JP)—D. H. Wen- Jacobs, chief clerk for the ra- Mrs. Fleming is the former
near her ranch home. The
ured to exceed $2,700 and mar- mail
ger, the oldest practicing mem- tion board, said Tuesday. The Martha Greer, and at the time of
lightning struck her head and
receiving
of
persons
wages
ried
ber of the Utah liar Association, forms are expected early in her marriage was a government
to the rigging ring on
more than $3,500 must estimate jumped
says at 89 he feels "too young July and the old books expire stenographer at Dayton. Ohio.
electrocuting
the
the saddle
liability
the
their
tax
above
*
to retire."
*
horse.
July 21
withholding amount (plus 1943
"Although my sight and hearWhen the horse fell. Ruth was
Price Administrator Prentiss
Teddy Crider, stationed
at March and June payments) on
ing are failing a little," he said, M. Brown said Monday no re- Lichmond Field, Florida, is
visit- September 15 and pay the excess pinned beneath it but was found
"I intend to continue at my job auction in thd value of A, B or 1 ing relatives in Fredonia.
several hours later by her moththen and on Dec. 15. After this
aa long as I am able. When I C gasoline coupons is "now con* * *
year, excess settlements will be er. Although injured, she recovtold a friend that I was afraid templated."
Ensign H. B. Lipford, of New made quarterly—on the lath c' ered. Physicians said the rubber
I was losing my sight, he said,
It is the hope cf the Office of York, is visiting his wife, the March, June, September and cap apparently was insulation
'You've already seen too much,' Price Administration that :ail- former
against the lightning bolt.
Miss Myrtle Witherspoon, December.
and I guess he was almost cor- ficient gasoline can be brought Baldwin
avenue, this city.
Persons who receive their in- more than $100 income from
rect."
into the shortage area •.o r take
come from business, professions, sources other than his wages, alWenger was Salt Lake City's any further reduction in :as/UArgentina's government palace rents, dividends, etc., instead of so must estimate his tax liability
first city judge when Utah was lan use unnecessary," Brown is known
as the "Pink House."
from wages and salaries, like- above the withholding amount.
admitted to the Union in '1896 said.
wise must file a tax estimate
If his amended estimate is 80
He added, however, that re- that it is possible to transport September 15 and pay in quartpercent correct (66% percent in
The unit of Persian currency duction of coupon values would leaves "less
than enough to meet erly installments.
case of farmers) he can escape
is the rial.
be necessary if all the gasoline essential civilian needs."
A wage earner who receives a penalty.

Teachers' Course Enters last Phase Here
This Week

FOR RENT: 3 loom
hall and private 55
Davis. Phone 737. bath. w

ANY PERSON
desiring
Kansas City, Mo., in
car •
in the next few
weeks!)
call 722 after 5 o'clock
•
FOR SALE: Large size
doll
Haste. English Pram
N.
Groom Phone 635,
----FREE! If Excess acid
pains of Stomach cinaei
Ulcers,
gestion. Heartaurn,
Bloating, Nausea. Gap
get free sample, Udga,
at
son Drug Store.

Teachers taking training here
under direction of Miss Ethelyn
Johnson, Murray State Teachers'
College, are utilizing the last
week of the five-weeks' course
to put into practice facts learned
about the technique of teaching,
by transferring their activities
to Cedar Bluff school, where
ahey will teach actual classes In
curriculum of county schools,
directed by Miss Johnson.
FOR SALE: Farm of Clay
Pupils of the district have
ham. Princeton. Route 3.
been enroled numbering 20 and
FOR
SALE: House and
through
classes
compose the
North Jefferson Streetla
which the teachers who are candirooms
and bath. Mae •
idates for emergency certificates
$3,750. Terms. C. A, w
in
practice
actual
are having
all Real Estate and Iria
methods of teaching.
Agency.
Thirteen teachers are now enBABY CHICKS, 21 breedia
roled in the training school.
tested, $5.95 and up.
shipments Mondays or
largest
monitor,
Australian
The
days. White for Prices.
of lizards, reaches a length of
716 West Jefferson,
six to seven feet.
FOR SALE: "1'1 ne
Leader Off,'
Everybody reads The Leader

1:115/111/ II lIi
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1111 ( 011111,

'
1 robin s' juntral jbome
it NI-RAl DIRI:CTORS AND Ft
Oil 0
PHONES

IWAI FRS
PRIN.( 10%

Beautiful Volume of these famous Scenes, mailed free on r
•

Maksio

ammonamo.

Toasted Mellow

'

lb.

GrG
aham, C2ra::enbox

23(
21c Grape Nuts
FLEETWOOD CIGARETTES,

POST TOASTIES a splendid Dot .
10c
weather cereal, 11 oz. pkg., 2 pkgs. 10

king ski

PICKLED PIG FEET, Wilson certified, large 28 oz. jar

Sweetheart, the skin
charm soap

LOOSE DILL PICKLES larP
Juicy, excellent quality

D.,„,„

large

Dog Food H2i
Laundry Bleach
Baking Soda cr's'".

•

No. 33

qt. bottle

20(

10(

Pancake Flour

20 oz. Pkg.

HoLsum MUSTARD, Plain, horse'
radish or Dusseldorlf style

4th OF JULY PRODUCE SPECIALS
B ANANAS
large golden fruit
O RANGES
large California

lb. 11

WATERMELONS -

for 28(

HEAD LETTUCE

former Commissioner of Highways; a NAT IVE BQRN KENTUCKIAN; a very successful
business man with the best interest of your STATE at heart; a man thoroughly familiar
with STATE GOVERNMENT; whose integrity is above reproach, will be the most able
man to conduct the affairs of STATE while being the strongest candidate that the
DEMOCRATIC PARTY can nominate to bring about the defeat of the Republican Party
in November.

A VOTE FOR LYTER DONALDSON IN THE AUGUST PR;MARY
IS A VOTE FOR GOOD GOVERNMENT IN KENTUCKY
(Political Advertisement)

large size

each 19/

BELL PEPPERS

each

81(

ONIONS
large yellow

Fresh fruit, fresh vegetables, fresh
meat. More for your
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STOP long enough to carefully read the record of the candidates for the DEMOCRATIC NOMINATION for GOVERNOR. Think and analyze the qualifications
then, after giving due consideration, decide which one is best Qualified to be GOV.
ERNOR and which will be the strongest man to defeat the Republican nominee in the
November Election. If you follow this pattern, no doubt, yo( will decide that
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CHARMIN TOILET
pre-crumpled for

PoLifule:d
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t(hicuWnerjl2dyeSu6as
ir,ewsithc. aElLlias
Monday, Se

manage

Delicious, refreshing and full of vitamins,Enjoy it at this low price
tall 20 oz. can
(3 points)

You remember this old railroad crossing sign of caution for your. safety. The
world is torn with strife and war but vital work must be carried on, on the HOME
FRONT. It would be well for the DEMOCRATS OF KENTUCKY to adopt an attitude of:
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There cometh one of the
rulers of the synagogue.
Jairus by name; and besought him.
My little daughter lieth
at the point of death:
come and lay thy hands
on her.
And he took the damsel
by the hand. Damsel. I
say unto thee arise.
And straightway t h e
damsel arose and walked: for she was of the
age of twelve years.

ALICE TOMATO JUICE
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g of a 26-day meet at
Park only a few weeks
plans for the twentieth
at the Western Kentucky
establishment are well
way. The Summer meeting
pen Saturday, Aug. 7, and
with a Labor Day proMonday,.Sept. 6.
es C. Ellis, president of
ade Park Jockey Club, bethe meeting will be a
ful one as the track is
uated to permit use of
obiles under the heading
easure driving." The track
ut three miles from EvansInd., and five from HendThese short drives can
de by the racing fans of
wo cities without cutting
into usual pleasure drivileage.
le Owensboro, Ky., is some
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War Production Squeezes Consumer Market

NOTICE

Cobb News

FROM TYE SECItIARY Of TUE U.S. TREASURY
Ti EVERY KIM If TIIE 1.c.POIRET

Mss Anna Katharine Morris,
Scottsburg, visited Misses
Yee and Barbara Traylor a
W days last week.
Pvt. Kenneth Glass, of Ft.
nard Wood, Mo., is visiting
• parents for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Fordson Wigginn and baby, of Detroit, Mich.,
sited Mr. and Mrs. Hobart
raylor last week.
Mesdames Etta and Allie Hale
sited in Hopkinsville Friday
ght returning home Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Travis Eli, of
vraensl:siti lti,.eel
v, knde.n,d.were visitors
Alton Hale lost a horse last
<silt from being over-heated.
ay's Eli and Shell Hunsaker
so lost a fine horse.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Croft
re guests of Mrs. Van Darell and family Sunday after-

ey all the tirne'

0

Mr. and Mrs. Alton Hale visit
Mr. and Mrs. David Mitchell

:
ssr.htW
madraryen
. , of the Kuttawa
Milling Co.. was here on busiRev. Albert Kemp and. family
an Mr.
and Mrs. Urey Conk
were dinner
guests of Mr. and
Ragon Cummins last Sunr. York
and family, of Al-

70

as FOR THE

Not Fireworks The
Touch of Freedom

,oreirox,;(/

ofd

The 4th of July is the
birthday of our home-

By Mrs. W. M. Cartwright)
r. and Mrs. Bill Wood and
ly. of Cambria, Ill., have reed to their home after a
k's visit with Mr. and Mrs.
rue Hale.
apoleon Beshears and daughLois and Bernice, and son,
y, and Miss Jean Blakely, of
rulean Springs spent Sunday
th Mr. and Mrs. John Cook.
Mr. and Mrs. Huel Teasley and
ughter, Janette, of Smiths
,ive, visited Mr. and Mrs.
:hard Pickering and
other
fives last week.
Mrs. W. M. Cartwright visited
r sister, Mrs. Lillie Pickering,
Scottsburg, last weekend and
tended preaching at Lebanon
nday.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Moore and
mily and Mrs. Albert Moore
te on
site4
at J. L. White's Sunday

35(

Clark County Wins
4-H Club Lamb Show

each became the subject of stock market stretched its adBy Victor Hackler
A 90-pound lamb owned by
Associated Press Financial Editor bitter controversy. More and vance into a 15-month bull marHenry Carlisle Besuden of Clark
New York.—Roaring produc- more items were rationed. Wages ket. The Associated Press avercounty was the champion of the
tion, full employment and civil- and salaries were ordered stabi- age of 60 issues hit $41.73 a share
annual Blue Grass 4-H club
ian economy heavily restricted lized and frozen to a formula on Jan. 2, and that point, higher
by the insatiable demands of based on the cost of living. And than the best of 1942, has re- lamb show in Lexington. It
brought 37 cents a pound. Raywar—that was the picture of strenuous efforts were exerted
mained the lowest of this year.
American industry and business to keep the cost of living where
mond D. Green, also of Clark
Stead i ly advancing prices
it was—or nearly there. It had
at the half-way mark of 1943.
county, had the reserve champProduction stepped up to a already risen 26 percent since pushed the AP average to a peak
lamb. It sold for 24 cents.
ion
more
for
than
at
three
years
"Roll1939.
in
started
rate undreamed of a few years the war
ago. Yet so much of that out- back" subsidies were attempted $52.20 a share by early June, Clark county furnished the first
15
put was war materiel that the to keep food prices particularly with only brief reactions marking and second prize pens of
lambs. They averaged 85 and 87
the upward trend.
civilian got less and less, and from getting out of hand.
With the higher prices came pounds, respectively, and sold
The public had more money,
much of that was rationed-.
The goal for war production in and there was less on which to better times for brokers in the for $16.95 and $16.45 a hundred
1943 was lifted to $106,000,000,- spend that money. In an effort form of increased public partic- pounds. Jessamine county 4-H
10 out of the
000 and we were already produc- to get the excess (and potential- ipation in the stock market. Com- clubs furnished
top 18 pens.
(Please turn to Back Page)
ing war materials at a rate near- ly inflationary) dollars out of the
ly six times as great as before hands of the buying public, two
Pearl Harbor. The 1943 goal is 80 major steps were taken:
1. An unparalleled tax program
percent greater than 1942's total
of $59,000,000,000. It includes was enacted. The federal tax bill
munitions, war construction, and alone was raised to $33,000,000,the paying, feeding and equip- 000. This was $10,000,1300,000
more than the previous year, and
ping of the armed forces.
In 1942, American plants turn- included a 20 percent withholded out 47,694 planes. The em- ing tax on incomes.
2. A vigorous campaign was
phasis now is on heavier planes
of all types, and still the ex- waged to get the people to buy
•
pectation is that between 90,000 bonds and "let your dollars
In
a
fight."
addition
to
steady
and 100,000 planes will be built
Our store will be closed eVeiydrive aimed at payroll deductions
in 1943.
In a report to the President, of at least 10 percent for bond
Donald M. Nelson, War Produc- purchases, two special campaigns
day afternoon during the months of July
EX-IRISH GRIDMAN TAKES A WIFE—Joe Beinor, former tion Board Chairman, said: "To- were held. The first brought in
Notre Dame star and tackle for the Washington Redskins, pro day, we are turning out nearly $12,900,000,000 in bond purchases,
and August.
football team, has the help of his bride, the former Miss Mar- as much material for war, meas- the second $18,500,000,000. This
garet Birkholz, as the two cut their wedding cake following their ured in dollar value, as we ever compares with $7,000,000,000 in
marriage in the little chapel on the Notre Dame campus at South produced for
peacetime the most successful Liberty Loan
our
Bend, Ind. Beinor is a lieutenant in the marine air corps. Both
We will also be closed all day, Monday,
-AP Telemat needs—and we have enough in- drive of World War I.
are from Harvey., Ill.
The old problems of idle factodustrial power left over to keep
July 5.
bany„ have been recent visitors
civilian standards of living at a ries and men out of work all but
level higher than many of us disappeared. Estimates of total
in the home of Ernest and Chai
employment reached a record
dared hope for."
lie Adams and other relatives
(Nemo)
All this production boosted the high of 60,900,000 and the most
of this county.
Mr. Frank Smith, St. Louis,
frequently heard phrase in any
Kenneth Croft has been quite and Orbie Mitchell, Bardstown, national income to an estimated
$135,000,000,000 a year. And this discussion of employment was
ill but is improving.
were in our town last week.
at a time when there was less "manpower shortage." So serious
Uncle George Orange has reMrs. Thomas Atwood has re- and less available in consumer did it become that elaborate regturned from a week's visit in
issued to stop piturned to her work in Evansville. goods. That provided the ele- ulations were
Piney Grove section.
of workers, to institute
Mrs. Lula Pearcy Gray visited ments for a dangerous inflation, rating
of preventing longer work weeks, and to get
About 12,763 local civilian de- in our community several days and the problem
THE EXCLUSIVE LADIES' STORE
price level man and woman-power into the
the
in
rise
runaway
a
week.
last
organl'ense councils have been
industries most vitally concernonly
second
importance
achieved
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
ized throughout• the nation.
ed with the war effort.
Railroad passenger traffic last to that of winning the war.
Reflecting business improveThe steps taken to prevent or
The Circus Maximus at Rome year exceeded the total for 1932,
control inflation were many, and ment generally, the New York
1933 and 1934 combined.
could hold 385,000 spectators.
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Awarded First Prize As Best
Kentucky Community Newspaper
In State Contest, June 19, 1943

land . . . it is the symbol of all we are fighting for—of all we are

ree,64
2";

and all we hope to be!
Smart

Styles

To

Keep

You

Cool!

SHANTUNG

RAYON
SUMMER

DRESSES

3.!)11
Fine Sanforized Cottons

SPORT
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HE first day of July. a great sales campaign
opens at your J. C. Penney store. All through the
month,every man and woman in our stores will work
with all their hearts and hands to sell the War Bonds
of our country.
of the
Side by side with clothing for every memberfeature
will
we
need,
front
home
every
for
family,
every
War 'Bonds and Stamps at every counter, in
department of our stores.
We still can sell you anything you want for your
War
wartime family needs. But we want to sell youhave.
we
Bonds— the very best piece of merchandise serve
our
For while we are still here to serve y u, we
country first.
They
So buy War Bonds at Penney's this July!
the whole
are the best investment for your money in
wide world!

T

.171'
pv./i•/11
••

*NS

SETS

Delightful rayon dresses with that cool,
crisp look you want for summer! Clear, fine
colors in gay patterns! Grand selection of
classic summer styles! Practical—because
they're washable, too! Sizes 12 to 20.
A Smart Choice For This Busy Summer!

RAYON

2.98
Cool, neat—and tough! Summer colors with open collar
shirt, pleated pants. 6 to 18.
Cleverly Styled For Summer!

WOMEN'S SLACKS

3.98
Sleek rayon faille, made with
fitting tucks and adjustable
belt in waistband! Sport colors! Sizes 12 to 20.
For Fashionable Comfort!

SLACK

SUITS

2.98
Gayly fashioned of cool, cotton twill . . with jacket style
blouse! Nicely cut slacks!
Bright colors! Sizes 12-20.

JUMPER SKIRT

A neatly pleated skirt, with the
addition of a surplice top!
Smooth spun rayon. 12 to 20

3.98
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Tax Reductions And Increased Appropriations

urs

Gubernatorial aspirants who
HOW STATE GENERAL FUND TAX DOLLAR 15 SPENT
say all in a single breath that
1942 - I 545
they will repeal the state income
tax, take the assured loss on the
declining liquor revenue, pass
no new tax laws, and increase
school appropriations and alrreoared for public information by the Kerylowances for public welfare and
and then make both ends meet
tucky Donaldson-For-Governor Clubs,)
by economical administration
either have not figured out the
correct answer to a very simple
problem or have grossly underestimated the intelligence of the
average Kentucky voter. In either case, such exaggerated statements are not proven by the
facts.
Against a total 1942 revenue
approximately
of
$35,000,000,
they say they can lose the income tax which from June 30,
1942 to June- 20, 1943 amounted
to $7,832,591 (including both individual and corporate), take a cut
SOLICATPON /511,
of at least 50 percent in income
Firok- Schoo.6
from the liquor tax which from
ady
Aevalvoty
June 30, 1942 to June 20, 1943
cm>,
amounted to $4,506,555 and from
..glak Co/Ave.,
which certain refunds are yet
to be paid, take a 40 percent cut
in the beer tax revenues which
during the same period of time
totaled $1,551,570. Such losses
would bring the State's total
revenue down to barely $24,000,000. They would then increase
appropriations to Departments of
Education and Public Welfare.
Appropriations to the Department of Welfare, which they
say they will increase, total $7,183,000 for the fiscal year 194344. Total appropriations for the
Department of Education, another they say they will increase,
Aletw lend* old DARIN -4101$
total $14,547,482 for the same
period and bring the total for ance and education of sufficient
Registered Hogs
those two departments to $21,- knowled
ge, ability and exper730,482.
Bring Big Price
Deducted from the total of ience to study and survey the
Recent sales of
$24,000,000 which would be avail- existing tax structure of KenHenderson
able if the income tax were re- tucky in its entirety . . . will county, Ky., registered hogs in
pealed and no other tax measure recommend to
the General As- nine states indicate the regard
imposed in its stead, the promise sembly such
modification, revi- swine breeders have for purebred
makers would have a total of sion or repeal
of existing reve- animals produced in that coun$2,269,518 on which to operate nue laws as
may be found neces- ty. They are bringing attractive
all other vital departments of sary and advisabl
e." Mr. Donald- prices, too, says Farm Agent H.
the State government such as son is,
therefore, not convinced H. Jackson. Hoffman and Overhealth, judiciary
and
State income tax is the sole solution, field received $150 for a
boar.
courts, conservation and general but he is
convinced that there Elliott Cates sold a boar for
government. Not much room must be
sufficient revenues if $200; another produced on his
there for INCREASED appro- Kentucky
is to have capable farm, but sold at a second aucpriations to school and welfare government
and maintain vital tion, realized $460 for its owner.
institutions!
public instructions.
Within the past few weeks, apWild promises all! More inproximately 75 gilts have been
telligent is the stand on the
The astrolabe, most ancient of sold at prices ranging from $75
question taken by Lyter Donald- all navigation
instruments, was to $125 each.
son in his opening speech. He used by Columbu
s.
said, "I propose to appoint a
Twelve thousand
telephone
War contracts affecting more
committee, representative of in- calls go into the
making of one than 160,000 prison inmates in
dustry, agriculture, labor, fin- big bomber.
100 state prisons are being filled.

?Silk, Nylon Hose
Drafted For War

Edgai Hamme
l jam
Women have one important
former
11. S.
war job in the salvage program
marshal heTa
brother of the late
in which men have to take a
U. 8,
011ie M. James, of
back seat. Men just can't do this
ma
job because only a woman knows
at 10 a.m. Thursday
it
when the last gasp of life has
ville.
gone out of her silk and nylon
A native of
Crittendeo
hosiery. When that dying gasp
he was graduate
d
has been spent, women know
Academy, Marion, from
Ky., azid
that if they give their old stocked at railroad
ings to the Government for
al years. Fromconstruction
1895
powder bags and other military
was employed in to 1114
tne
uses, they are doing their part.
mail service.
Old silk stockings are used
In 1914 James.
was a
principally to make powder bags,
marshal by Woodrow
while discarded nylon has inlie left the post in
lfee
numerable uses, including the
1922 to 1936 he
Operated
making of parachutes for our
surance business.
air-borne invaders of enemy held
James was a
candidate
territories.
lieutenant governor
on the
One might wonder how the
ocratic ticket in.
different types of material collast 7 years he has 1927. pot
been a
lected are segregated, but chemcollector in the
Federal
ists have made this one of the
Revenue Department
easier steps in putting old silk
Survivors are his here.
and nylon back to work. All the
with
hosiery undergoes a special pro- DIVE BOMBER TAKES A 'DIVE'—A Douglas Dauntless dive Mary James; a son, 011ie J
assistan
t
editor
miscalcu
landing
the
lates
a
on
of
pilot
the
bomber
over
noses
as
cessing which makes it simple
the C
to sort the different types of deck of one of America's newest aircraft carriers which has been Enquirer and former
gunner
Neither
the
pilot
nor
the
cruiser.
Post
light
from
convert
a
editorial
ed
material. All are put through a
writer,
mishap, which occurred on the carrier's Thomas; two
special dye bath which enables was injured in this
—AP Telemat Lemah James daughters,
"shake-down" cruise before Joining the fleet.
and Miss v.
silk and nylon salvagers to tell
James, arid a sister,
which is silk and which is nyMn
manufac
ceived from
turers indi- J. Gordon, Madisonvi
lon, and just what part of the Pressure Cooker
lle
cates
pressure
that
cookers
for
stocking is unwanted rayon or
Has New Features
The first electromagnet
cotton.
home use will be in local stores
American invention, was nail
All that is silk is then put
The first consignment of 20 early in July.
1828.
through a process by which every victory pressure cookers to be
thread is reclaimed. Needless to received in Kentucky have been
say, these are not respun into placed in the hands of home ecothe fine gossamer sheers and nomists who will use them in
service weights that once ad- taeching improved methods of
orned women. Instead they turn food conservation. This new
up as sturdy powder bags used piece of canning equipment difby the Army and Navy in their fers considerably from earlier
big guns. The reason for using pressure cookers. In place of cast
silk instead of some other yarn aluminum, the new container is
is that it leaves no burning comparatively light in weight.
particles in the gun barrel which Although it has a simplified
might prematurely set off anoth- safety valve and pressure gauge,
er charge placed in the gun.
it has a number of features
Nylon stockings play an en- which will require careful study
tirely different role in the war, by the user, warned Miss
Myrtle
being used largely to make Weldon, state leader
of home
Removed Free of Charge . . . Sanitary Trudu,
strong parachutes worn by our demonstration work. Seven
quart
paratroopers to bring them safely jars may be processe at
Our
driver is courteous, answering calls prompt.
d
once.
to earth. Parachutes are the only
With a national allotment of
ly.
We pay all phone calls.
lifeline that will allow our 275,000 pressure cookers,
it is
bomber crews to drift to safety thought Kentucky
will get be—GREASE MAKES BONDS—
from planes put of commission tween 2,500 and 3,000.
Word reTurn Your Dead Stock Into War Materials'
by tilt enemy. Nylon, because
of its strength, lightness, elasticiFive hundred and forty milty, and durability, is used for lion pairs of silk and nylon hose
parachute tapes, shroud lines, were manufactured in the last
harness weddings, belting, etc year prior to government reIt is woven into ropes for glider striction of production. Most of
take-offs and to tow gliders car- these hose are still to be turnrying supplies and troops. .
ed into the war effort when they
The types of hosiery wanted become worn out.
0_10.1-elfgRIrliel;r2
by the Government are all silk.
all nylon, mixtures of silk and
nylon, mixtures of silk and
rayon, mixtures of silk and cotton, mixtures of nylon and rayon,
or nylon and cotton. Runs, snags,
or holes do not matter—the processing makes full reclamation
of silk and nylon content possible.
The question is often asked
whether the government wants
other silk garments, and the
answer is no. The threads in
these are usually intricately
woven and often of blended materials. This makes it impossible
to separate the silk and nylon
from the other materials..
All women are asked to leave
.ir lrfl
their washed hose in the stock111
ing salvage depots located in
retail stores selling hosiery. They
do not have to wait until they
have a sizeable collection before
taking discarded stockings to
these depots. If one is ruined,
and the second is still wearable,
they should take the one to
the hosiery
collection
box—
washing it first—and match up
the second until that, too, is
ready to join its mate and get
into the war.

A

MERICANS are learning that war reaches
deep into the lives of
all. There are dislocations of accustomed
practices—from torn homes
to much less consequential disruptions.
Meat and shoes, soup and
gasoline are on a share basis, neighbor with
neighbor, state with state.
The sharing of gasoline, for example,
has thrown a nation-onwheels "out of gear." Daily going and
coming have been revolutionized for millions. Yet with a minimu
m of confusion and complaint.
For our part, we pay our respects to
the motorists of the South for
the spirit and aptitude with which
they have met these wholly
strange methods and procedures.
Thank you, Southern car- and truck-drivers
. You have shared your
gasoline without grumbling. You have
quietly adapted yourselves to
the coupon, to the tire inspection require
ments and to the sometimes
annoying details of regulation. The oil
industry is carrying a heavy
burden in the performance of its distribu
tion and marketing obligations to the Government and to you.
Thank you for your help.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
INCOR
PORATED IN RENTUCELY

Wanted

DEAD STOCK - HORSES, MULES
COWS AND SHEEP

Phone 423 - Princeton, Ky.

Kentucky Rendering Works

PIMPLES DISAPPEARED
OVER NIGHT
Yes, it is true, there is a safe
harmless medicated liquid called
Kleerex that dries up pimples
over night. Those who follow
simple directions and applied
Kleerex upon retiring were amazingly surprised when they found
their pimple had disappeared
These users enthusiastically praise
Kleerex and claim they are no
longer embarrassed and are now
happy with their clear complexions. Don't take our word for it.
use Kleerex tonight. If one application does not satisfy, you get
your money back. There is no
risk so do not hesitate. For sale
by Dawson's Drug Store.
adv

Service Insurance
Agency

YOUR
FO
PRIC
ED
WALLPAPER
It's smart and it's economi
cal to re-decorat•
with quality wallpaper.
Good wallpaper lasts
longer, is always attracti
ve, and retains its
beauty. It costs only a little
more to buy . . .
but no more to hang. It
saves you money
because it can be washed with
soap and water
and will not fade. See our
selections of quality
wallpapers before you re
-decorate!
Average Room Cost
Including
Wall, Ceiling and Border
OTHER QUALITIES:
4c Per Roll and Up

PURSE!

At
65c Per Roll

$10.38
At
35c Per Roll

$6.78
At
15e Per Roll
$3.69

INSURANCE OF ALL
KINDS

CARE FOR YOUR CAR—FOR YOUR

W. C. Sparks
COUNTRY

Glenn E. Farmer
Sam Koltinsky

CORNETTE'S
Incorporated

•
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I am now operating the garage formerly
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the
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Late Cabbage

DIVEST ARMORED JACKET WITH RIP
the new armored jacket for Allied airmen CORD—How to shed
a jiffy is demonstrated by Lt. L. L. Cox of Tulsa, Okla.,in(left)
pilot of the
Flying Fortress "Oklahoma Okie," and Lt. J. T.
Lundy of Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, who pull rip cords to divest themsel
ves at a bomber base somewhere in England. Bomber crews
are equippe
jackets as protection against low velocity missiles—caused with
of 75
percent of airmen's wounds.
—AP Telemat

LOW

George Roberts, Kentucky
Experiment Station
Farmers should plan now for
production in 1944-45. Dairy products will be highly important
throughout the war and following the war. Alfalfa will provide
more- effective forage per acre
and per unit of labor than any
other forage crop. All farmers
who have any land adapted to
alfalfa should give serious consideration to growing this crop.
Well-drained soil is required and
it must contain plenty of lime,
phosphate and potash, and if not
present naturally they must be.
applied. If the land is rather
poor, it can be prepared for alfalfa by growing sweet clover
first and plowing it under and
seeding alfalfa. Sweet clover
could be sown early in the spring
and turned under in August and
seeded to alfalfa.
Sowing alfalfa and bluegrass
together is an excellent way to
get a bluegrass sod. While harvesting the alfalfa for three or
four years a good bluegrass sod
usually develops.
Give consideration to seeding
alfalfa this summer and next
spring. Detailed information on
growing and handling the crop
may be obtained from county
agents or by addressing
the
Kentucky College of Agriculture
and Home Economics at Lexington.

.0.

Martha's Vineyard, four miles
off Massachusetts, was discover
ed in 1602 by Bartholomew
Gosnold.

Associated Press Features
James Godwin, a Philadelphian.
New York.—War-time short- Godwin noted that spies
might
ages may be causing hardships forge id 2n'.i ficltion badges to
gain
access
to war plants.
for the average American, but
He developed a device calling
the country's cellar-workshop and
back-of-the-barn inventors are for an employee entering the
thriving on it, so says Zoltan H. plant to press his identification
Polachek, a patent attorney an'
, number at the turnstile gate. As
engineer who has been watching he does, his previously-taken
the ideas of bright-eyed Edisons photograph and fingerprints fall
pass across his desk for more on a screen before the guard,
who can thus check the photos
than 20 years.
Polachek says there are several with the person entering.
To relieve shortages, a host of
reasons for the boom in ideas for
making new products or new metal and rubber-saving gadgets
ways of making old ones. Imag- are rolling into the Patent Office.
inative Americans, he says, are Polachek says.
War has not curbed the whimthinking of wayi to win the war
and of finding substitutes for sy of inventors, either. One inventor, after watching rats along
scarce materials.
Some of the new gadgets are the New York waterfront, demilitary secrets, but on the cided that, like humans, they
public side there are such de- liked company when they ate. He
vices as the "fool-proof identifi- developed a mirrored rat trap
cation" scheme worked out by that aims to fool the rodent into
believing another rat is safely
AMMO,
reaching for the bait.
A patent was issued
to a
Bronxite who devised an "alarm
clock watch" that tickles the
wearer at the designated time
and reminds him of what he interlded to do at that hour.
Polachek says the simpler the
idea, the better are its chances of
success. One of his clients invented a little wooden "puzzle"
boat, with a small hole high in
each side and a transparent plastic top. The trick was to get one
small ball into each hole. Polachek says the inventor has earned a good living solely with this
gadget—and that college departments of physics have used
it to prove something or other
in their classes.

Roberts Stresses
Value Of Alfalfa
By
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Quick Business

By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics

beautifully sculptured to
accentuate the bustline, minimiz
e .the
waist. Her models wear
huge
gobs of gold costume jewelry
.
Foxbrownie presents a collection of Chinese-influence
short
dinner gowns worn with
beaded
ornaments that perch just above
the eyebrows, in the manner
of
Chinese ladies of high
degree.
She combines vivid colors in slim
one or two-piece street
dresses.
Claire McCardell makes
warmth her watchword for
fall
fashions, presents long
underwear in vivid colors, reachin
g
unashamedly to wrist and ankles
and worn with short sleeved
jumpers of corduroy or wool.

Ancient Romans
moray fish as pets.
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For many gardeners, growing
!ate cabbage is a lost art, and
the reason often given is that
the seasons are changing." But,
'here are at least three causes
P.-d• the difficulty in growing late
-abbage. As all of them are
remediable, and as food will be
at a premium next winter, even
the not-so-venturesome gaHcnmay wish to try.
There is, of course, the dry
weather during July and August,
often lasting to frost. Nothing
can be done about the weather,
but gardeners may take a leaf
from the book of the late potato
growers, who take extra pains to
conserve the early moisture, and
sometimes have made a crop
when no rain fell after the potatoes were planted. Their
method is to break in late April,
turning under a magnificient
growth of cover crop. Then,
whenever weeds start, they are
immediately disked in and the
land finished with a drag. This
may be repeated sometimes four
Francisco Segura, Ecuador star
or five times before late potatoes
and business administration stuare planted.
dent at the University of Miami,
Many home gardeners, on the
other hand, attempt to have late Florida, used this famous twohanded swing June 22 at Evanscabbage follow some early crop,
ton, Ill., to whip Horace Filer
in land that has been almost entirely sapped of its moisture. of DePauw university in 20
minutes. The occasion was the
Worse, many have their cabbage
National Collegiate Association's
follow mustard or early kale or
59th tennis meet at Northwest- Sweet Corn
radishes, to run the risk of
ern U. The score was 6-1, 6-0, in
If space is available, the Victdisease that these put into the
the second round match.
ory Gardener should try sweet
soil.
—AP Telemat corn, because it is superior in
Another cause for late cabquality to field varieties and
bage not thriving is the horde trouble, and while early cabbage
serves an important place in the
of cabbage worms that have been may be produce
d after a fashion winter diet, either canned or
multiplying all summer on the while the soil
is soaked with dried.
green leaves on stubs from which spring rain,
late cabbage, striving
Plantings may be made till
heads have been cut, or on the in a season
that is dry, may July 15. The variety recommendearly mustard, the remnants of fail, or do poorly.
Many garden- ed is Golden Cross Bantam. UsSeven Top turnip and radishes, ers have used Wiscons
in All Sea- ually the well known Golden gone to seed. If this seed is to sons, a yellowresistant sort (and Bantam should be avoided bebe saved, spraying or dusting there are many
others), to grow cause it is subject to disease.
should be done to keep down the excellent late cabbage
. Now is
The seed may be planted in a
worms ,and the entire cabbage the time for seed
sowing, and, to continuous row, spacing
the
plant should be lifted, so that escape the hazard
of dry trans- plants 15 inches apart in rows
in wilting, it is no longer at- planting, pairs
or threes of seed 3 feet apart. The average yield
tractive to the yellow "butter- may be sown
where the heads for a 100 foot row is 48 ears.
flies" that lay eggs from which are to stand, the seedlin
gs thinhatch the green cabbage worms. ned to one at a
place.
The quartermastet corps spends
Another cause may be the Yel$440 to keep the average soldier
lows disease, "cabbage wilt". In
Women's organizations in Eng- in fighting trim for his first year
many gardens, there is no doubt land assist in
the collection of in the Army.
as to the presence of this disease herbs for medical
purposes.
in the soil, as the failure to grow
The antlers of the Maral, a
cabbage is total. However, many
The teeth of the minniw are in Persian deer, always termina
te
gardens have a mild dose of this its throat.
in more than two tines.

acation Bible
School

The "D" ration for soldiers
consists of three 4-ounce bars of
concentrated chocolate.
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Wanted! Men And
Women Who Are
Hard of Hearing
To make this simple, no risk
hearing test. If you are temporarily deafened, bothered by ringing buzzing head noises due to
hardened or coagulated wax (cerumen). try the Ourine Home
Method test that so many say has
enabled them to hear well again.
You must hear better after mak
ing this simple test or you get
your money back at once. Ask
about Ourine Ear Drops today
at Dawson's Drug Store.
ad%

Dr. Hallie C. Watt
OPTOMETRIST

60000000001M

Phone 250

E. Main St.

Bible Study, Handwork
Recreation

nre.*
rtj America's
Finest Fountain Drink

b

Watch that "syrup line," folks, and
you'll see why Pepsi-Cola tastes so
swell at fountains, too. Watch the
fountaineer pour in the exact
amount—right to the line. That's
important,if you like a drink that's
just right. .because it's made rtglal
NeatYourBend

nic On Last Day
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BIG
TEN-OUNCE GLASS!

Li S Treasury Departmegi

PEPSI-COLA COMPANY, LONG ISLAND CITY. N. Y.I
FRANCHISED BOTTLER: PEPSI-COLA HOPKINSVIL
LE BOTTLING CO., HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
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Plant Potatoes
About August 1

"We'll" help keep rui al America strong" That enthusiastic assurance comes from thousands of
4-H Club girls throughout the
nation who are contribuitng immeasurably to victory by planning and serving nutritious, balanced meals to safeguard their
families' health.
Many of the girls are participating in the current National
4-H Food Preparation activity,
among whose wartime objectives
are the saving of food and utilizing its nutritional values; effecting a wise selection of purchased foodstuffs through a
study of costs and rationing, and
making the greatest possible use
of home-grown products..
Outstanding records of achievement in this activity will be
recognized through awards provided by Servey home economics
department which include medals, National 4-H Club Congress
trips, and $200 college scholarships to county, state and national winners, respectively. The
activity is being conducted, along
with other wartime projects of
production and conservation, Under the direction of the U. S.
Department of Agriculture, State
Agricultural Colleges, and County Extension Agents.
Kentucky's State' champion in
this' activity last year was Ann
Garigan of Hickman, Fulton
county.

War Production
(Continued from Page One)
pared, with .the 200.000 and 300,000 share days of a year ago, the
volume of trading in 1943 was
good indeed. On many days more
than 2,000,000 shares changed
hands and the average this year
has been better than 1,000,000
shares a day.
Post-war planning became the
subject of much discussion and
heated debate. All were agreed
that we must try to prevent such
a depression as usually has followed wars, and the sudden shift
from a wartime to a peacetime
economy. And everybody also
wanted to keep employment to
the highest possible levels. But
from there on, it was every man
for himself—and every organization too, there being some 150 of
them already set up to study just
such problems.
Most of the controversy in
postwar planning centered on the
roles to be taken by private
enterprise and the government.
You could start a good fight almost anywhere and get some fine
theories tossed at you by asking
such questions as these:
What should the government
do about the many plants it
owns and now leases to manufacturers? About the equipment
it owns in private plants?
How quickly should price ceilings and rationing restrictions be
removed, and the economic system returned to the old supply
and demand basis?
Can industry handle the employment problem during the reconversion period, or must government step in and help?
Can the public debt continue
to rise without toppling the nation's financial structure and if
so, how far?
Is there international salvation
or international chaos in a controlled currency plan such as
those proposed by Keynes and
White?

cool
Potatoes thrive best in a
be
should
planting
so
season, and
and
possible
as
long
delayed as
tubers to
still leave time for the
from
mature, says a statement
Agriculthe Kentucky College of
ture and Home Economics.
the
In northeastern Kentuckyabout
be
should
date
planting
southwestern
July 15 and in the
section about August I.
factor
Soil moisture is a big
potato
in the success of the
enough
crop. Soil broken early
moisture
to absorb considerable
lightfrom rains, and harrowed
keep
ly from time to time to
down weeds, provides a good
the
condition for planting, and
is
water thus stored in the soil
crop.
often sufficient to make the
alKING GEORGE INSPECTS U. S. TANKS—Riding in an American staff truck (right, front seat). Planting in hard, dry soil is
King George VI of Britain inspects a line of U. S. tanks during his recent visit to North
most certain to result in failure.
—AP Telemat
Africa. He returned to London June 25.
The Crest Cobbler variety is
recommended.
Certified seed that has been
kept in good condition in cold
storage should be used. Potatoes
from the early crop cannot be
Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Vinson and
*(By Gladys Ruth Moore)
used as seed for the late crop.
Deof
were
Wigginton,
Ray
Evansville,
of
Rev.
children,
should be treated with
Seed
troit, Mich., was a visitor here guests of her parents, Mr. and
semesan and cut into block
Mrs. C. A. Wilson last weekend.
last week.
pieces of pullet-egg size, with at
Rev. A. D. Smith, Princeton,
Members of First Presbyterian
least one eye on each piece. A
Presbyterian Mrs. T. N. Fuller, Allen and
and Cumberland
3-8-7 fertilizer should be sown
Sunday School joined the Daily Hazel, were dinner guests Sunin the bottom of the planting
J.
Ray
B.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
of
ray
an
in
Vacation Bible School
furrow at the rate of one pound
enjoyable picnic at Kuttawa Sr.
20 feet of row, and mixed with
to
Rev. and Mrs. John W. Outland
Springs recently.
so that the seed will not
soil
Rev. and Mrs. John W. Out- and children and Mrs. T. L.
in contact with fertilizer.
come
land and children, Charles and Grubbs were in Murray Friday
pieces should be dropped
The
Donald, were recent guests of to see his father, who is in the
about 13 inches apart in furrows
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. hospital there.
4 inches deep.
Koon,
Mrs.
Sampel
Prof.
and
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Tony Outland and
be
Level cultivation should
his
parents,
of
visited
Lancaster,
Joe Hutchenson, of Model, Tenn.
to keep down weeds till
given
Koon
last
Misses Ida Belle Turley and Mr. and Mrs. J. J.
Benjamin Franklin waged a the vines begin to spread. As
in week. Mr. Harlan Thomas, Jr., vigorous campaign to have the
were
Mary Jane Brown
Hopkinsville„visited his grandEvantville Wednesday.
than the eagle,
Roy •Green and Virgil Good- parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Koon turkey, rather
designated as the national emman, Pensacola, Florida, are last week.
Miss Mary Louise Turley who blem.
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Walter
is a matron at the Kentucky
Green.
State legislatures of Colorado
Mr. Earl Morgan is visiting Baptist Childrens Home, Glendale, spent a few days last week and Wisconsin have adopted
relatives in Detroit, Mich.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Hillyard, with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. statewide retirement systems for
Earlwood Wadlington and Gladys H. M. Turley.
municipal employees.
Mrs. Lawrence Blackburn and
Ruth Moore were recent dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Paul son, Richie, visited Rev. and
Neckerchiefs worn by enlisted
Mrs. Guy Moore and Mr. and Navy men were first worn in
Beck and Mrs. Laura Beck.
Crayne,
of
Misses Marguerite Wylie and Mrs. Ray Ordway,
the British Navy to mourn the
Josie Marie Babb, of Princeton, last week.
death of Admiral Nelson.
Mrs. John Quertermous and
last
visited Miss Edna Baker
son, Charles, are visiting Mr. her husband at Port Clinton,
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Deboe, and Mrs. J. B. Quertermous in Ohio.
Special Services were given by
Greensburg, are visiting rela- Detroit.
Mrs. Martin Turley, of Auburn, the children of the First Prestives here.
Mrs. A. L. Faught and child- is visiting Mr. and Mrs. H. M. byterian church Sunday.
Teddy Crider, stationed at
ren, Frank, Norman Lee and Turley.
Mrs. Charles Young has re- Richmond Field„ Florida, is visitJames Edward visited in Kuttaturned home. She had been with ing relatives here
wa Sunday.

FREDONIA NEWS

ceton's Two
ks Break All
osit Records -

rge Over-Subscript
Of County's War
nd Quotas Fails T
t Demand Cash

MADAME CHIANG RECEIVES DEGREE—Madanie Chiang
Shek (right), wife of China's generalissimo, recei ved an ir
Ga.. from V‘'esleyas
ary decree of doctor of law at Macon.
W. N Ainsworth
where she was a student years ago. Mrs.
old friend of Madame C
of a late Methodist bishop and an
over her head. —AP T
in China, places the degree hood
The Colossus of Rhodes,
nicely
are
soon as the potatoes
a ed in 280 B.C. and destroy
up and about 4 inches tall
224 B.C., cost about $258.000.
spray should be put on, using
— ,
poison
a
Bordeaux mixture and
Gasoline curtailment
such as magnesium or calcium shrunk the 3,000,000 pri
arsenate at the rate of 2 pounds
licenses of pre-war B '
to 50 gallons of Bordeaux or 2
level tablespoons to 1 gallon. 250,000.
Two later sprays at intervals of
two weeks are recommended.
Many home gardeners will prefer to use the prepared Bor- It should be diluted with
t
deaux obtainable from dealers. as directed ri h iwkage

KEEP COOL

Cool,

comfortable

summer

robes, smartly designed, well
made, good colors.

Only

Sport Shirts
Sport shirts, short or long
sleeves, styled by McGregor
or Donegal. Others-$1.95, $2.50 and $3.25

Clothing and barracks equipment cost the quartermaster
corps $240 for the average soldier during his first year in the
Army.

Siwm Trunks

of clothing in
Purchasers
Britain have been cut down by
$2,400,000,000 in two years of rationing.

A new shipment from McGregor. Knits, gabardines
and some cottons. Others-$1.95 and $3.25

FOR SALE!
In

Crittenden

County

in one tract as follows:
Estimated:

Cool Slacks

White, White &
Tan, and Tan

Comfortable, smart, well fitting—that describes our summer slacks. Many colors and
a good run of sizes. Others to
$8.25

POPLAR . 75,000 feet
OAK . . 150,000 feet
HICKORY 200,000 feet
GUM . . . 60,000 feet
ASH . . . 30.000 feet

Health Meeting
ethers July 12

id Health
Conference
babies will be
Y. July 12, at conductthe Rollarch, at 2:30
o'clock by
Elsie Larkins and
Lola
Health
nurses.
thers Department
are urged to
attate

W.S. WILLIAMS
Sturgis, Ky.

904 South Main Street
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und activities at Buth and Eastside are going
under supervision
of
T. Alexander and Cliff
t Butler, and Kendall BryEastside. Popular are the
g pool, tennis
courts,
such as soccer, badmind shuffle board,
Mrs.
der said. The pool is in
m 2 to 5 each afternoon,
nnis courts from 9 to 11
gs, and 2 to 6 in afterwith a supervisor in
Mrs. Alexander said.
Eastside, Kendall Bryant
rvising playground activiith a tennis court in big
. Softball teams
have
organized, two for Eastand one for White
City.
es will be completed
and
begun next week, the
tsar said.
Alexander called a meetGirl Scouts,
sup, Troop No.Intertned1, at 4
.• Wednesday
afternoon,
t ai further
organization
groups. An average of
ldren played daily
at
grounds last week, Mrs.
er stated.
band concerts a
week,
Y and Friday
nights, are
conducted
by Mr. Bryant,
tler, and an
open
air
is held
every
other
ay night on
the Butler

Official
chart showfats, fpoint
values of
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1,rtilds

Mat

rest Expected To
ow In Playground
ivities Here

Summer Robes

The Portugese man-of-war fish
is the only creature not affected
by the poisonus sting of the Portugese man-of-war jellyfish.

total bank deposits in the
al institutions are now
.74, which is an. allrecord.
showing is all the more
rthy in view of the large
e of funds invested here in
Bonds during the period
by the bank statements
ed this weeek, when
ton and Caldwell county
over-subscribed every
's quota of War Bonds by
erable margins.

d Supervisor
umes Duties

COMFORTABLE CLOTHES

All Sizes 4 to 9

ceton's two banks, reflect
o
e war-time abundance
in circulation throughou
ation, show the larges
of deposits in their histor
ll as the greateset total re, statements issued at the
of business June 30 show.
First National Bank had
,698.80 on deposit, with
ces of $1,937,398.43, while
rs National Bank had deaf $1,067,638.94, and reof $1,279,982.06. A year
e First National's stateshowed deposits of $1,149,and resources of $1,310,At the same time, the
Ts National deposits total433,516.58, resources $851,-
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